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Abstract
The aim of the paper is to analyse business cycle synchronisation patterns that
the countries of the CESEE region have in relation to the original 12 Euro area
member states. We focus on the turbulent times entailed in the latest economic
crisis in order to examine whether the synchronisation patterns for the group of
countries that have already established closer links to the EU differ from those
in the countries pursuing the same path. Our analysis rests on the three wellestablished channels of business cycle synchronisation: trade, financial integration and sectoral s pecialisation. Given that the latest economic crisis was caused
and transmitted by financial markets, we focus more on financial integration
indicators. The results suggest that the synchronisation patterns differ between
the two groups of countries and that the financial integration channel is important
for the CEE countries, while synchronisation for the SEE countries is supported
by the trade channel.
JEL Classification: F15, F36, E32
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Introduction
Business cycle synchronisation is the cornerstone of the optimum currency area
theory. The argument is that a common monetary policy will be effective if business
cycles of (prospective) members are synchronised. In other words, if countries are at
the same stage of a business cycle, then decisions taken by a central bank will have a
similar impact on all countries.
Since the introduction of the Euro, synchronisation of business cycles between the
original euro area members has increased (Böwer and Guillemineau, 2006). Similarly,
business cycles of the new Euro area members have mostly converged with the cycles
of the old members. However, it is not only the introduction of the Euro that aligns
business cycles. Increased economic linkages before the Euro introduction, or even
before joining the EU, might also increase synchronisation (Broz, 2018; Hildebrandt
and Moder, 2015), which implies that synchronisation of business cycles is influenced
by many factors. Trade integration is a well-established determinant of business
cycle synchronisation. Sectoral specialisation, which captures the specific demand
shocks a country’s structural composition might be vulnerable to, is another channel.
However, the importance of financial integration came into research focus with the
latest economic crisis. Indeed, since the crisis originated in the financial markets,
the initial assumption was that the crisis would not spread so easily into countries
that are less integrated financially (te Velde, 2008). However, the evidence shows
that both financially integrated countries and those lagging in financial integration
were affected (Claessens et al., 2010). Hence, the question is what impact financial
integration has on business cycle synchronisation, especially in countries that are less
integrated financially.
In this paper we analyse the business cycle synchronisation patterns the countries
of the emerging Europe had in the 2004-2016 period in relation to the original 12
Euro area (EA) member states. Within the emerging Europe we further distinguish
between South East Europe (SEE) and Central East Europe (CEE), the threshold being
specified as whether the country joined the EU during the 2004 accession wave or
not. The main contribution of this paper is that we analyse differences in business
cycle synchronisation channels between European post-transition economies that
are less developed (SEE countries) and more developed CEE countries.
The structure of the paper is the following. The following section briefly reviews
literature on business cycle synchronisation determinants, section 3 presents an
overview of data and methodology, while section 4 discuses results. The final section
summarises the conclusions of the paper.
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Literature review
The business cycle literature, ever since Long and Plosser (1983), suggests that
fluctuations in one economic sector can have profound effects on a country’s economic
growth. Studies document that spillovers from the financial sector to the real economy
are important in explaining the most recent global economic crisis (Ciccarelli et al.,
2012). It has been suggested that increase in trade and financial market integration
have provided transmission mechanisms for the global spread of the crisis (Canova
et al., 2007; Canova and Ciccarelli, 2012).
Hence, the spread of the crisis across the world was possible due to the globalisation
process. Globalisation helped increase trade, as well as financial linkages throughout
the world (Dées and Zorell, 2011), causing increased synchronisation of business
cycles not only in countries sharing the same currency (Artis and Zhang, 1997,
Fatás, 1997). Increased business cycle synchronisation among EU members has
been visible since the introduction of the exchange rate mechanism and boosted by
growing links in trade and finance, while the introduction of the Euro accelerated
the process (Böwer and Guillemineau, 2006; Darvas and Szapáry, 2008; Broz, 2010;
Afonso and Sequeira, 2010)1. New EU member states in the early transition period had
quite low synchronisation of their business cycles with the Euro area, but economic
integration, especially through strong trade and FDI linkages, helped their business
cycles to converge (Fidrmuc and Korhonen, 2003; Fidrmuc and Korhonen 2006;
Mikek, 2009). Recently, more advanced new member states have business cycles more
closely correlated to core EU members (di Giorgio, 2016). Countries of the southeast
Europe that are not yet EU members are lagging in integrating with the EU (Botrić
and Broz, 2016a). However, even these countries are recording an increase in business
cycle synchronisation (Hildebrandt and Moder, 2015).
Relevant literature points to three channels of business cycle synchronisation,
namely, trade integration, financial integration and sectoral specialisation. The trade
channel seems straightforward, although its final effect depends on the nature of trade
relationship. If countries have high intra-industry trade, then trade acts as a channel
for transmitting shocks that affect all sectors. This means that increased trade leads to
increased business cycle synchronisation (Frankel and Rose, 1998; Imbs, 2004; Imbs,
2006; Baxter and Kouparitsas, 2005; Calderón et al., 2007; Inklaar et al., 2008; Dées
and Zorell, 2011). On the other hand, increased trade may lead to increased specialisation (Eaton and Kortum, 2002; Alvarez and Lucas, 2007), meaning that countries
will specialise in the production of goods they have a comparative advantage on,
which implies that increased trade leads to decreased business cycle synchronisation
(Krugman, 1993; Kalemli-Ozcan, Sorensen and Yosha, 2001).
1. There are, however, opposing views concerning the direction of business cycle synchronization in
the Euro area after the Euro introduction. Some authors argue that the process of convergence was
halted after the Euro introduction in 1999 (e.g., Lee, 2013; Lehwald, 2013; Lee, 2012).
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Another important determinant is sectoral specialisation. If countries have a
s imilar economic structure, then sector specific shocks will affect countries similarly
and, therefore, countries with more similar sectoral structures will have more synchronised business cycles (Imbs, 2004; Beck, 2013). However, not all studies, such as those
by Baxter and Kouparitsas (2005) and Böwer and Guillemineau (2006) have found
this determinant to be significant. It could also be argued that trading patterns are
related to sectoral specialisation. However, countries with similar economic structure
might develop different trading patterns with third economies, which leads to the
empirical question of which channel dominates the business cycle synchronisation
pattern.
The impact of financial integration on business cycle synchronisation is also
ambiguous. While, on the one hand, financial integration might enhance global
spillovers of macroeconomic fluctuations and, hence, increase business cycle synchronisation (Kose et al., 2003), financial integration, on the other hand, might
induce increased specialisation, which leads to lower business cycle synchronisation
(Kalemli-Ozcan et al., 2003). The positive effect of financial integration on business
cycle synchronisation is found, among others, by Imbs (2004), Imbs (2006), Dées and
Zorell (2011) and Dinu et al. (2014), while García Herrero and Ruiz (2008) found a
negative effect. Imbs (2004) proposes a simultaneous equation model that captures
the role of trade, finance and specialisation on business cycle synchronisation for 24
developed and developing countries, not including countries of the CESEE region.
Dées and Zorell (2011) follow Imbs’ (2004, 2006) methodology, but increase the
number of countries to 56 in order to reduce the probability that results are biased
due to third-country effects. Dinu et al. (2014) use the Pearson correlation coefficient
of seasonally adjusted and filtered real GDP series as the measure for business cycle
synchronisation and focus on the seven new EU member states (Bulgaria, the Czech
Republic, Hungary, Poland, Romania, Slovakia and Slovenia). Imbs (2006) focuses on
synchronisation of consumption, rather than that of output and increases the number
of countries in the analysis to 41, once again not covering CESEE countries.
Other determinants of business cycle synchronisation used in relevant literature
include monetary union participation (Beck, 2013) and policy indicators, such as
bilateral differentials in the short run real interest rate as a measure of the monetary
policy stance, nominal exchange rate variations and differentials in fiscal deficits
(Böwer and Guillemineau, 2006).
The accession of Central, Eastern and South-Eastern European (CESEE) countries
to the EU brought attention to the patterns and drivers of synchronisation between
industrialised and transition countries in Europe. Artis et al. (2008) and Babetskii
(2005) suggest that the determinants of business cycle synchronisation between
emerging markets and industrialised countries seem to be similar to those that dominate the synchronisation patterns of industrial countries. However, the most recent
economic crisis revealed that trade is even more important in explaining business
cycle synchronisation for the new EU member states as compared to the old members
(Antonakakis and Tondl, 2011).
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So far, not many studies have looked at the determinants of business cycle synchronisation between Southeast Europe and Euro area members, as well as the differences
in determinants between SEE and CEE countries. Botrić and Broz (2016b) show that
structural imbalances related to price and wage setting mechanisms are dominant
determinant of business cycle synchronisation between CESEE countries and Euro
area members, while trade becomes an important synchronisation factor only for
the countries that became EU members during the period analysed. Hildebrandt
and Moder (2015) analyse determinants of business cycle synchronisation between
Western Balkan countries and EU members and argue that trade is the most important
positive determinant, while FDI and remittances lead to business cycle divergence.
Botrić and Broz (2016a), Palaşcă et al. (2014) and Gouveia (2014) analyse SEE and
CEE countries, but their focus is solely on the relationship between business cycles
and trade integration.
The approach taken in this paper investigates all three channels of business cycle
synchronisation (trade, sectoral composition and financial inclusion) and seeks to
identify differences between SEE and CEE countries.
Data and Methodology
There is no unique way of measuring business cycle synchronisation. Various methods
proposed in the literature differ regarding 1) the measure, 2) the variables selected
and 3) the techniques employed for cycle extraction. Business cycle synchronisation
is usually measured using the correlation coefficient or concordance index. Variables
employed for measuring business cycle synchronisation are the GDP, the industrial
production index, inflation and other macroeconomic variables. A cyclical component
is extracted using filters, such as the Hodrick and Prescott (HP) filter, the asymmetric
Christiano-Fitzgerald filter, the Baxter-King bandpass filter and the Kalman filter.
Other techniques for cycle extraction are also employed, such as the Beveridge-Nelson
decomposition, the Blanchard-Quah decomposition, spectral analysis, the quadratic
trend and simple year-on-year log-differences.
However, some methods require either longer time series or data measured at
higher frequency (at least quarterly). As this paper analyses a set of countries for some
of which data is only available on an annual level, a measure for the level of correlation between business cycles based on Cerqueira and Martins (2009) is employed
in the empirical analysis. To be specific, this measure is suitable for annual data and
captures time variability, but without the use of overlapping and rolling windows.
The overlapping windows result in a variable that is autocorrelated. The rolling windows require a span selection, which causes loss of observational data and a possible
distortion effect of a large shock throughout the entire window span. Cerqueira and
Martins (2009) solved these issues by using a measure that distinguishes negative correlations due to episodes in single years, asynchronous behaviour in turbulent times,
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and synchronous behaviour over stable periods. Hence, according to Cerqueira and
Martins (2009), the following synchronisation indicator, which serves as a dependent
variable, is considered in this paper:

(1)

is the real GDP growth rate of country j in time period t, and
is the real
where
GDP growth rate of country i in time period t. and are the average real GDP
growth rates over the analysed time period. Since the above index is asymmetric, in
this paper we rely on its Fisher-type symmetric transformation explained in detail
in Cerqueira (2013).
Business cycle synchronisation is related to financial integration, evolving trade
patterns between countries, and structural differences (Imbs, 2004). Trade integration is captured by an indicator introduced by Deardorff (1998) and applied by Imbs
(2004) and Dées and Zorell (2011) 2. It is calculated as follows:
(2)
where exijt represents total merchandise exports from country i to country j and imijt
total merchandise imports to country i from country j. Yt is world nominal output,
while GDPit and GDPjt are the nominal GDP in country i and country j, respectively.
Two direct measures of ﬁnancial integration are commonly used in relevant literature (Bai and Zhang, 2012). One is a restriction measure, such as the index of oﬃcial
capital controls on cross-border capital ﬂows. The other one is an openness measure,
in terms of either gross (or net) foreign ﬂows or gross (or net) foreign positions.
Furthermore, specific measures of financial integration have been used by different
authors. Dinu et al (2014) rely on foreign direct investment, Flavin et al. (2002) and
Cappiello et al. (2010) on stock markets. Other studies include money markets, bond
markets or loan markets (Pungulescu, 2013; Enoch et al., 2013). Imbs (2006) also relies
on the IMF’s Annual Report on Exchange Arrangements and Exchange Restrictions.
In an attempt to measure financial integration, ECB (2015) proposes a wide set of
indicators in four main market segments: money, bonds, equity and banking markets.
2. Previous contributions also use different approaches when measuring trade intensity. For e xample,
Dinu et al. (2014) rely on the ratio of the sum of bilateral exports and imports to the sum of the
nominal GDPs of the two economies, while Hildebrandt and Moder (2015) use the ratio of the
sum of bilateral exports and imports to the sum of total trade of the two economies.
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This paper focuses on a much narrower set of variables and does not attempt to
measure the degree of financial integration, but to infer on the basis of existing differences between indirect indicators of financial integration, in other words, how far
from the financial integration stage the countries have found themselves during the
period analysed. In the spirit of Schiavo (2008), the lending rates on loans to households for consumption with a floating rate and up-to-one-year maturity are added to
the model as an indicator for the cost of borrowing3. This variable subscribes to the
notion that evidence of existing financial integration is related to the validity of the
law of one price. In other words, if the financial markets are integrated, the costs of
borrowing should be equalised. Previous studies including (some of) the countries
in our sample mostly relied on FDI as the main indicator for financial integration
(Dinu et al, 2014, Dées and Zorell, 2011; Ševela, 2016; Antonakakis and Tondl, 2011).
However, FDI, at least in SEE countries, concentrated in the service sector (Botrić,
2010) and was subject to sudden-stop phenomena during the latest economic crisis
(Globan, 2015). Consequently, we believe that FDI is not an adequate indicator for
financial integration in the case of the countries analysed during this period examined.
Sectoral specialisation is captured by the following expression (Imbs, 2004):
(3)
Where s denotes the sectoral share in value added within a specific country. The
sectoral shares are computed using two-digit NACE value-added-data covering all
sectors of the economy in all countries except Kosovo, where only one-digit valueadded-data were available.
Sources for the variables employed in the empirical analysis are listed in the
appendix.
A bilateral model (4) is then specified as follows:
(4)
where index t denotes the time period, while i and j denote bilateral country pairs.
Synchronisation of the business cycle (synchijt) is the dependent variable, while
independent variables include differences in trade integration (TIijt), absolute
differences in lending rates between CESEE country and original Euro area member
(FIijt), and specialisation patterns (Sijt). εijt are independent identically distributed
). A lagged dependent variable is included to
idiosyncratic errors, εijt~IID(0,
3. Since there are relatively few studies dealing with this issue for SEE countries, we also investigate a
set of additional indicators. Specifically, we use the number of automated teller machines (ATMs),
the share of loans in GDP and the share of deposits in GDP. The number of ATMs is a proxy for
financial inclusion (access to financial services for the general public). The shares of loans and
deposits in GDP can be considered indicators of financial deepening.
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investigate persistence patterns. Lagged values of specialisation patterns and trade
intensity are included, because it is assumed that their effect on the synchronisation
pattern is not simultaneous. Since we rely on annual data, a financial integration
indicator is entered into equation without a lag, because of higher event frequency
in financial markets in general.
Model (4) is estimated 1) for a group of CEE countries, and 2) for a group of SEE
countries for the period from 2004 to 20164 in order to detect differences between
groups. A group of SEE countries consists of countries that are either not yet members
of the EU or did not join in the 2004 wave (Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria,
Croatia, Kosovo, Macedonia, Montenegro, Romania and Serbia), while Slovenia,
Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Slovakia, Malta and
Cyprus comprise a group of CEE countries. The original Euro area (EA) members
are Austria, Belgium, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Luxemburg,
the Netherlands, Portugal and Spain.
Results and discussion
The initial assumption would be that CEE countries, due to their longer period of
economic integration with EU countries, are more synchronised than SEE countries.
However, the period of our analysis entails the recent global economic crisis, during
which some previously established patterns may have been broken. Figure 1 indicates
that after an initial increase of business cycle synchronisation, it decreased during
the crisis period, the decrease being more pronounced for SEE countries. However,
afterwards the business cycle synchronisation grew at a faster pace for SEE countries –
this suggests that EU integration patterns influenced the spillover effects of the crises
from the EU economies to the CEE countries to a greater extent than was the case
in SEE countries. Then, the double-dip recession contributed to another decrease in
the business cycle synchronisation. At the end of the period analysed, the evolution
of business cycle synchronisation in both groups of countries is almost identical and
reached the highest level.
In order to investigate which channels contributed most to such dynamics, we
estimate equation (4). Due to the possible endogeneity of explanatory variables and
the relatively short time period under analysis, we follow the system GMM approach
proposed by Blundell and Bond (1998). It contains levels and differenced equations,
treated as a single equation with the same linear relationship believed to hold for both
(Roodman, 2009). The introduction of the equation concerning levels is explained
by the argument that earlier changes of a dependent variable (as well as of potentially endogenous explanatory variables) are more predictive of current levels than
the levels can be for future changes, when the series is close to the random walk. To
4. The sample we use is an unbalanced one.
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obtain an estimator robust to heteroscedasticity and cross-sectional correlation, a
two-step procedure is followed. Since this yields to downward biased standard errors,
Windmeijer’s (2005), corrections are presented. Furthermore, in order to control the
number of instruments, endogenous variables are stacked in the instrument matrix.
Thus, efforts have been made so that diagnostic tests would not be weakened by too
many instruments.

Figure 1. Synchronisation indicator, SEE and CEE countries’ average (2004-2016)
Source: author’s estimates

The diagnostics of the models estimated show that estimates for SEE countries are
somewhat more reliable, because Hansen tests justify the validity of the instruments
chosen. It is also worth noting that (some) time dummy variables were significant
in both estimates, suggesting that, in specific years during the period analysed,
disruption occurred in the established synchronisation patterns. These results are
highly expected, according to well-documented literature on the impact of economic
crisis (for example, Aizenman et al., 2013).
Estimates show that there are differences in the business cycle synchronisation
patterns between SEE and CEE countries. The financial integration variable turned out
to be significant only for the CEE countries5. This suggests that, since these c ountries
are closer to the EU and more integrated in their processes, financial integration played

5. Models using different proxies of financial integration available were also estimated (see Table A2
in the Appendix). However, only the coefficient on the share of loans in GDP turned out to be
a significant determinant of business cycle synchronisation. The negative coefficient in this case
implies that as financial deepening becomes more similar (the difference between shares of loans
in GDP is decreasing), business cycle synchronisation is expected to increase.
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an important role for the business cycle synchronisation pattern during the crisis.
Furthermore, as Epstein (2014) claims, there has been a considerable percentage of
foreign ownership in the banking sector during the economic crisis, which made
financial institutions more interested in maintaining the value of their asset holdings.
Our results are contrary to those by Dinu et al. (2014), who revealed an insignificant
role of financial integration (by relying on FDI data) for CEE countries. Since our
results imply that the higher the difference in lending rates between two countries,
the higher the synchronisation of their business cycles, our findings corroborate the
argument that, in a situation without cross-border financial restrictions, differences in
prices of financial instruments will support cross-border capital transactions, creating
closer links between the respective economies.
Table 1. Estimation results, dependent variable growth rates synchronisation indicator

Source: authors’ estimates
Note: Robust standard errors in parentheses; corrected for the small sample bias.
*, **, *** denote statistical significance at 10%, 5% and 1%, respectively.
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For SEE countries, the pattern is different. It seems that, for these countries,
persistence in synchronisation is significant, which implies that, for these countries,
the path towards business cycle synchronisation is important. However, since the
estimated coefficient is negative, this would suggest that synchronisation follows a
learning curve – i.e., countries of the periphery or those catching up go through a
period of adjustment.
Another important channel for SEE countries is trade6. Our results suggest
that the higher the trade intensity between SEE and EA countries, the higher their
business cycle synchronisation. The importance of trade relations between SEE
and EA countries indicates to a core-periphery relationship. When demand in EA
countries declines, trade decreases and, subsequently, economic growth in SEE loses
momentum. This has been particularly evident during the period analysed (World
Bank, 2015).
Even though our results indicate that financial channel is not significant for the
business cycle synchronisation of SEE countries, this does not imply that indicators
in SEE countries diverge from those in the EA. Indeed, average lending rates have
significantly decreased during the period analysed, as revealed by the data in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Average lending rates for SEE and EA countries (2004-2016)
Source: authors’ estimates

Structural specialisation was not found to be a significant channel for either group
of countries. This can be attributed to the different paths each country chose in their
specialisation pattern, implying that there is still too much heterogeneity between
these strategies to enable finding a common pattern.

6. Other models presented in the appendix (Table A2) also show that trade is an important channel
for this set of countries.
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For SEE countries, the process of convergence might still dominate the process of
business cycle synchronisation, at least during the period analysed. Future research
efforts should take into consideration that the period of economic crisis disrupted
previously established synchronisation patterns and put additional effort into modelling period specificities.
Conclusion
This paper analysed the business cycle synchronisation patterns between the countries
of the emerging Europe and the original 12 EA member states. Although business
cycle literature relies on longer time series data, we have tried to contribute to the
literature on synchronisation patterns of the less developed, European, post-transition
economies, for some of which there are no longer time series data available.
Emerging Europe countries were divided into two distinct groups, namely, CEE
and SEE countries, the former group consisting of countries that joined the EU during
the 2004 accession wave. The emphasis was on three channels of s ynchronisation:
foreign trade, financial integration and structural differences. Expectedly, the results
for the two groups of countries differ. For the CEE group, already integrated in the
EU processes, the most important channel for business cycle synchronisation was the
financial channel. Analysis was focused on the period that entails the latest economic
crisis, which, in both its origin and spillover method, was a financial one. Our r esults
support the argument often heard during the crisis that more financially integrated
countries, including the emerging markets region, would be more v ulnerable
(Mihaljek, 2010).
The importance of the factors analysed for a group of SEE countries, which can be
considered a group of less developed, European, post-transition economies, is rather
different. For these countries, the synchronisation path is statistically significant
and negative, implying that synchronisation follows a learning curve – i.e, there is a
period of adjustment for the countries catching up. Alignment of the business cycle
for this group of countries was also achieved through an increased international trade
channel.
The analysis clearly revealed that synchronisation decreased during times of crisis,
and that, for SEE economies, there was a clear double-dip in the pattern. Since some
previously established patterns might have been dissolved during this turbulent period,
future research efforts should apply careful modelling of the specificities during the
time of crisis.
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Abstract
The ongoing financial crisis in Greece has significant negative impact on almost all
aspects of socio-economic life. The paper aims at investigating the impact of the
financial crisis on students studying at the Technological Educational Institute of
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Introduction
After joining the Euro zone in 2001,Greece enjoyed a short period of marginal economic growth (Matsaganis, 2011). However, behind the façade of prosperity laid
a largely uncompetitive economy (Matsaganis, 2011). That was made evident in
October 2009, when the newly elected government announced that earlier fiscal data
had been misreported (Matsaganis & Leventi, 2011), as well as in April 2010, when
George Papandreou, the then Greek Prime Minister, announced that the country
was unable to overcome its financial difficulties and would ask for the support of the
IMF (Chryssochoou, 2013). Thus, Greece entered a long period of financial crisis
with significant negative impact on various aspects of daily life (Economou et al.,
2011) and social services (Ifanti et al., 2013).
According to a recent research study conducted by GSEVEE (2016) -the Hellenic
Confederation of Professionals, Craftsmen and Merchants– more than 37% of Greek
households had a very low annual family income (under 10,000 Euro/year), while
16% of Greek households declared that their income was insufficient for m
 eeting
their basic needs and in more than 50% of Greek households there was at least
one family member unemployed. According to the same research study, long-term
unemployment rate was 73.3% of total unemployment and more than 1 out of 5
households (22.4%) had a family member who worked for less than the minimum
national wage of €586 (€490.00 net pay). On the basis of the 2010 official Greek
poverty level of income as a measure of comparison, about half of the households
today would be considered poor (GSEVEE, 2016).
The financial crisis in many countries (including Greece), led respective
governments to reduce public expenditure and funds allocated to social sectors
(Varghese, 2001). Greek universities belong to the public sector and, thus, have
suffered severe reductions of their budgets, especially during the past five to seven
years (Centre for the Development of Educational Policy, 2015). More s pecifically,
during the 2009-2013 period, the total amount of national expenditures channelled
to Higher Education notched a significant decrease of 31.7% (451 million Euro)
from 1,420.9 million Euro in 2009 to 969,9 million Euro in 2013. In particular,
during the 2011-2013three-year period, Greek Technological and Educational

Institutes faced the highest reduction in their budgets, from 316 million Euro in
2011 to 252.6 million Euro in 2013 (a total reduction of -20.1% or 63.4 million
Euro), while the respective reduction for Greek Universities was lower, from 844.3
million Euro in 2011 to 717.3 million Euro in 2013 (a total reduction of -15% or 127
million Euro) (Centre for the Development of Educational Policy, 2015). A
 ccording
to the Greek e ducational system, high school graduates are eligible to take national
exams that d
 etermine their entry into Greek universities and Greek T
 echnological
and E
 ducational Institutes (Sianou-Kyrgiou, 2008). When high school students
rank their preferences regarding the most desirable institutes, they take into con-
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sideration their own personal preferences regarding the desirable field of study, the
location of university or TEI, as well as several socioeconomic criteria. Students
with similar performance, make different choices depending on their social class
background (Sianou-Kyrgiou & Tsiplakides, 2011). Sianou‐Kyrgiou (2010) m
 ention
characteristically that “choice has been driven largely by the students’ social class”.
Working-class students in Greece are o
 perating “within narrow circumscribed margins of choice” (Sianou-Kyrgiou & Tsiplakides, 2011, p. 102), similar to other countries
(Reay et al., 2005). F
 urthermore, students from lower socio-economic backgrounds
are deterred by the costs of Higher Education (Sianou-Kyrgiou & Tsiplakides,
2011; Callender & Jackson 2005). Consequently, many Greek university and TEI
departments in rural areas end up with far fewer students than it had originally
been planned, while the opposite occurs for metropolitan areas, i.e., Athens and
Thessaloniki (Dassiou, 2015). High school students also tend to prefer major fields
of study that offer greater job security in the future, like medicine or law. Another
interesting fact is that the number of students wishing to enlist in the armed forces
increases in tandem with youth unemployment rates (Goulas & Megalokonomou,
2015).
This paper aims at investigating the impact of financial crisis on students of
the Technological Educational Institute of Central Macedonia (TEICM), Greece.
More specifically, it investigates the role the financial crisis played in four major
areas of students’ lives: a) general consequences of the financial crisis for students;
b) consequences of the financial crisis for aspects regarding university studies; c)
impact of the financial crisis on acquiring higher qualifications than the Bachelor’s
degree from TEICM, and d) consequences of the financial crisis for students’ career
prospects.
The impact of the financial crisis on higher education
Higher education is considered to be a key-factor in a nation’s effort to create and
develop a highly-skilled and competent workforce (York, 2006). Higher education
graduates have better employment opportunities, upward mobility, higher
salaries and increased savings, along with non-economic benefits, such as g reater
opportunities for the future, better quality of life and improved health (Long &
Adukia, 2009).
In Greece there are a total of 38 public institutes of Higher Education: 22 U
 niversities
and 16 Technological and Educational Institutes (Goulas & Megalokonomou, 2015;
OECD, 2009). In order to graduate from secondary school and enter universities or
TEIs, secondary students sit national entry exams s ometime around May during their
final secondary school year. Once the results of the n
 ational exams are announced
by the Greek Ministry of Education, secondary school graduates submit to the
Ministry of Education a ranked list with the university and TEI departments that
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they wish to attend. Performance at the national entrance exams is the sole criterion
for admission to Greek universities or TEIs (Goulas & Megalokonomou, 2015). Past
experience has revealed that it is relatively easy for a secondary school student to
gain entry into a higher education institution (depending on their preferred field
of study) (Dassiou, 2015). However, the overall uncertainty regarding the financial
future of Greece has had significant consequences for educational decisions made by
young Greeks (Goulas & Megalokonomou, 2015).
Education in Greece is tuition-free at all levels of the system, in that the state
provides financial resources and personnel (Koulouris et al., 2014). However, this
free higher education is “a very expensive commodity and has become more so
after the financial meltdown” (Marseilles, 2014). The annual cost (not subsidised
by the state) has been estimated between €3,500 and €4,000 per student and up
to €10,000 to €11,000, if the student has to rent accommodation and pay living
expenses (Giousmpasoglou et al., 2016). The crisis and the austerity measures have
led to an increased number of families unable to finance their children’s education
costs (Marseilles, 2014; Giousmpasoglou et al., 2016). Traditionally, before the c risis,
university students from poor families had to get a job in order to attend their courses and complete their studies. Nowadays, it is the vast majority of undergraduate
students, apart from the richest, who have to do this (Giousmpasoglou et al., 2016),
while, over the years, the number of students unable to complete their studies has
been steadily growing (Marseilles, 2014).
Recession affects the students’ choices of higher education institutes, according
to Koulouris et al. (2014), who examined the impact of austerity measures on the
academic community. The Technological and Educational Institute of Athens
served as their case study, since it is the second largest Higher Education Institute
in Greece, and receives students of diverse socio-economic backgrounds. M
 oreover,
the overall economic conditions of the country strongly impact family financial
support, p
 ushing students to seek employment in other countries. However, a
positive finding, revealed by this specific research, was that the difficulties imposed
by the financial crisis have led to an increased use of technology and e-learning.
Tsikalaki & Kladi-Kokkinou (2016) presented evidence that the financial crisis
affects all secondary school students’ educational decisions, such as participating in
national exams, admission to higher education, students’ aspirations and goals. The
financial crisis also affects secondary school students’ choice concerning their field
of studies by imposing as criteria not their interests, but the extent to which their
studies can provide them with easy access to a more stable professional career. This
is why there is increased demand for specific fields, such as military schools, which
secure immediate and stable payment. In addition to the aforementioned results,
the students’ cost of living in a city different from the family residence is, in several
cases, forbidding.
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Katsionis & Kalatha (2010) investigated how the financial crisis affected students’
behaviour at the Eastern Macedonia and Thrace Institute of Technology, located
in Kavala, Greece. They reported that the students’ buying behaviour changed (as
compared to the near past) and that students significantly reduced leisure time
spending. Students live under conditions of great insecurity and uncertainty and
do not have a clear picture of the future. However, they are willing to continue their
studies even if they have to work or get a loan to cover their basic living costs.
In another study, Stolikidis et al. (2014) investigated the impact of the financial
crisis on students’ attitudes at the Eastern Macedonia and Thrace Institute of Technology. The aim of their research was to investigate consumption habits, students’
way of living, vocational status, families’ financial and professional conditions,
students’ future expectations about their studies and job prospects. According to
these authors’ findings, due to the difficult economic situation in Greece, both
students’ parents have to work in order to cope economically with their growing obligations. Working while studying is a phenomenon noted worldwide; however, the
extent to which students work varies between countries and has shifted over time
(Hovdhaugen, 2015). Students work to cover living expenses (Hall 2010; Richardson
et al., 2009) to raise their tuition fees (Richardson et al., 2009) and to provide for
their everyday needs (Devlin et al., 2008). “Students need to combine work and
study to meet the expense of a university degree and, therefore, those with less
financial resources are most affected” according to Sanchez-Gelabert et al. (2017).
According to the research findings by Stolikidis et al. (2014), a significant proportion of students believed that they would not find a job related to the subject of their
studies and, for this reason, 64.3% of them were willing to work abroad. Students
have greatly reduced their personal expenses and are forced to work during their
studies. However, a significant percentage of 67% feel they do not need to spend
more money during the financial crisis. Students, like the rest of Greek society, have
adapted their behaviour to a new way of life, which is simpler and oriented more
toward their basic needs.
Pantelis (2014) investigated the impact of the financial crisis on undergraduate
students at the National Technical University of Athens (NTUA) during the 2012-13
academic year. His specific research covered several aspects regarding u
 ndergraduate
students’ studies and everyday life (living standards, interpersonal relationships,
etc.). A total of 578 undergraduate students attending the NTUA participated in the
study. The results of the study showed that: a) 80% of the students that took part in
the study stated that their families (as well as themselves) had been affected by the
financial crisis; b) 60% considered that the crisis has adversely affected their studies,
identifying as main reasons their inability to attend all lectures, due to fact that they
have to work, and their inability to buy books or have them printed; c) the financial
crisis had a negative impact on the quality of studies at the NTUA, due to lack of
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interest from students and teachers, as well as the reduction in student benefits, the
reduction in number of laboratories and the reduction in students’ health care, and
d) the crisis had adverse effect on the relationships between family members and
students.
Survey design, sampling and data collection instrument
The research reported here adopted a quantitative method and it is based on a
survey conducted on Greek students currently studying at the Technological and
Educational Institute of Central Macedonia (TEICM). The current study took place
between January and March 2017. The survey was designed in Greek, hosted on
Google Forms and students filled it out electronically during a lecture period. A
total of 152 students-respondents took part in the study.
The current research study utilised a structured questionnaire in order to c ollect
data on: a) the demographics of the sample; b) the general consequences of the
financial crisis for students; c) the consequences of the crisis for aspects regarding
university studies; d) the impact of the financial crisis on students’ desire to acquire
higher qualifications (or job skills) than the Bachelor’s degree from TEICM, and e)
consequences of the crisis for students’ career prospects.
The structured instrument used for the purposes of this specific study consisted
of five sections. The items in the first section aimed to collect demographic sample
data about the participants. The first section included 8 closed questions (gender,
age, department of studies, level of studies, current vocation, vocation of their father
and mother). The other four sections were related to: a) some general consequences
of the financial crisis for students (eight items); b) the impact of the financial crisis
on aspects regarding university studies and academic performance (six items); c)
students’ intention to obtain more academic qualifications or job skills (six items),
and d) some general consequences of the crisis for students’ career prospects (six
items). In all these four sections, items were scored on a 5-point Likert scale ranging
from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree).
In the section concerning the impact of the financial crisis on acquiring higher
qualifications (or job skills) than the Bachelor’s degree from TEICM, an additional
question was included in order for respondents to select one (or more) Master’s
Courses they wished to attend after they finished their current studies. It is i mportant
to underline that all Master’s Courses included in the specific question are offered by
several TEICM departments.
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Results
Sample profile
Of the 152 respondents, 53.3% (81) were women and 46.7% (71) were men. If the
gender distribution of the sample is compared to information about the gender
distribution of the Greek population as a whole (50.8% women and 49.2% men,
according to the Hellenic Statistical Authority, 2012), the sample appears to be relatively representative. Participants were all Greek nationals within an age range from
18 to 28+ years. The majority of the respondents were in the age group from 18 to
22 (18-22: 73%, 23-27: 11.8%, 28+: 15.1%), while almost all of them, i.e., 99.3% are
students at the Business Administration Department (one student [0.7%] studied at
the Department of Mechanical Engineering).
One fifth of the respondents were freshmen, while more than half of them
(52.7%) were beyond their 2nd year of studies (1st year: 20.4%, 2nd year: 27%, 3rd year:
31.6%, 4th year: 6.6%, 5th+year: 14.5%). Regarding their income, 53.9% stated that
they had an income lower than €500/month, 22.4% had an income of €501-800/
month, 11.8% from €801 to €1100/month, and another 11.3% more than €1101/
month. With more than half of the students having an income under €500/month, it
can be concluded that their buying capacity was rather limited.
Seven out of ten respondents (69.1%) stated that they did not work while
studying, 11.8% that they worked as employees in the private sector, 13.8% as
employees in the public sector, 4.6% as self-employed and only 0.7% as farmers.
In order to investigate the socioeconomic status of their families, the students were
asked to state the vocation of their parents. Results revealed that 7.6% of students’
fathers were unemployed, 31.9% were employees in the private sector, 13.9% were
employees in the public sector, 35.4% were self-employed and 11.1% were farmers,
while the respective percentages for respondents’ mothers were 34.3% unemployed,
25.9% employees in the private sector, 16.1% employees in the public sector, 16.8%
self-employed and 7% farmers.
General consequences of the financial crisis for students
Participants in the survey were asked to rate on a five-point Likert scale, eight
general possible consequences of the financial crisis. The score of the Likert scale
used ranged from “Totally Disagree”, coded as 1, to “Totally Agree”, coded as 5.
The percentages of responses to each item of the aspect “General consequences of
the financial crisis for students” are shown in Figure 1. The high percentages for
responses coded 4 (Agree) and 5 (Totally Agree) suggest that students had been
heavily impacted by the economic crisis.
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Figure 1. Likert scale responses to “General consequences of the financial crisis
for students”
Responses, (see Table 1) revealed that for almost all of the eight general possible
c onsequences of the financial crisis (with the exception of “B4: I searched for cheaper
rent accommodation”) more than half of the respondents feel impacted (or highly
impacted ) by the crisis.
More specifically, the students of the sample stated that the strongest general
impact of the financial crisis (81.5%) was that they were more careful regarding
the price of every product they wished to buy, while expenses were reduced by
more than 30% (66.5%), they systematically searched for product offers (63.9%),
monthly expenses for entertainment were reduced (63.8%) and less financial help
was received from their families (61.2%), all of which seem to have had an important
impact. Another interesting finding is that “searching for cheaper rent accommodation” ranked last with 46.7% of the respondents stating that they totally agreed or
agreed. This fact could mean that, even though rent costs usually represent a significant percentage of monthly expenses, students were not very willing to spend time
and effort in order to find cheaper accommodation if they were satisfied with what
they were renting.
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Table 1. General consequences of the financial crisis for students

N.B.: Minimum and maximum values are 1 and 5, respectively, for all items.

Consequences of the financial crisis for aspects regarding university studies
The percentages of responses to each item for the statement “Consequences of the
financial crisis for aspects regarding university studies” are shown in Figure 2.
Based on these responses, it seems that the ongoing financial crisis in Greece has
led the majority of students (67.1%) to look for a job in order to have extra income
and be able to deal with their expenses more efficiently. Furthermore, results showed
that the financial crisis had a positive impact on student’s desire to attend academic
lectures more frequently (48.7%), as well as on their academic performance (36.9%).
On the other hand, participants stated that the financial crisis did not have a strong
impact on their desire to quit their studies (20.4%) and on their choice regarding
their field of studies (24.4%). Thus, these two parameters of university studies tend
to be unaffected by the strong and ongoing recession in all social and economic
fields.
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Figure 2. Likert scale responses to “Consequences of the financial crisis for aspects
regarding university studies”
Table 2. Consequences of the financial crisis for aspects regarding university studies

N.B.: Minimum and maximum values are 1 and 5, respectively, for all items.
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Table 3. Grouped results for Chi-square tests on “G1.1: decision to study at TEICM due
to its location”

*significant at a=0.01 level

The results on the impact of the financial crisis regarding the “decision to study
at TEICM due to its location” seem to be two-sided and balanced, since 36.8% of
respondents disagree or totally disagree and another 37.5% agree or totally agree
with the aforementioned statement. In order to identify the deeper reasons for this
balanced result, a series of crosstabs and Chi-square tests were conducted. The r esults
of the tests revealed that gender, age and vocation have a significant relationship
with the “decision to study at TEICM due to its location”, while income is unexpectedly unrelated. More specifically, more women, more public and private employees
and more people over the age of 28 seem to have been affected by the financial crisis
on their decision to study at TEICM due to its location.
Impact of the financial crisis on acquiring higher qualifications than the Bachelor’s
degree from TEICM
Percentages regarding the impact of the financial crisis on acquiring higher
qualifications are presented in Figure 3. Results showed that in almost all six
suggested aspects impacted by the financial crisis (with the exception of statement “G2.4: Attending international courses, e.g. Erasmus”) more than half of the
respondents stated that they intended to acquire higher qualifications than the
Bachelor’s degree from TEICM.
The impact of the financial crisis on “finishing their current studies as soon as
possible” ranked first with a very high percentage of agreement (82.9%) among respondents. This finding is in accordance with what Katsikas (2013) found, i.e., that
especially non-working students, coming from poor families, complete their studies earlier than wealthier students. Our findings bring to light an indication of urgency and stress on the part of the students, probably due to the fact that they wish
to: a) start their career and create a steady flow of income, and b) continue their
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studies to a higher academic level, e.g., by acquiring a Master’s degree (64.5%) or
continuing with a different field of study (53.3%). Foreign languages and computerrelated qualifications seem to be attractive for students, since 71.7% stated that they
intended to acquire a foreign language competence certificate and 63.1% a computer
use certificate.

Figure 3. Likert scale responses to “Impact of the financial crisis on acquiring
higher qualifications than the Bachelor’s degree from TEICM”
The least important qualification for participants in this specific research study
(34.9%) seems to be attendance of an international course for students, like Erasmus
or Leonardo da Vinci. This result was somewhat unexpected, since the majority of
students worldwide wish to attend international exchange programmes in order to
have an opportunity to live in a different country for a short period of time and gain
experience through visiting and studying at another university. One possible explanation is that international exchange programmes may delay one’s graduation date
by a full semester, hence confirming respondents’ desire to conclude their studies
the soonest possible.
From the 152 participants in the study, 112 (73.7%) stated their intention r egarding
the Master’s course they wished to attend after they finished their studies. From
the 112 respondents to the specific question, 33% stated that they wanted to a ttend
an MBA (Master’s in Business Administration) Course, 19.3% a Master’s Course
in Hospitality and Tourism, 18.3% an MPA (Master’s in Public Administration),
12.7% a Master’s in Finance Course, 10.7% a Master’s in Applied Informatics, 3.6%
a Master’s Course in Telecommunications and 2,5% a Master’s Course in Renewable
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Energy Systems. One possible reason for the high demand for courses related to
Business, Tourism and Finance is that almost all participants in the study (99.3%)
were students of the department of Business Administration, so they preferred to
attend Master’s courses related to their Bachelor’s degree.
Table 4. Impact of the financial crisis on acquiring higher qualifications than the
Bachelor’s degree from TEICM

N.B.: Minimum and maximum values are 1 and 5, respectively, for all items.

Figure 4. Percentage of selected Master’s Courses
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Consequences of the financial crisis for students’ career prospects
On the matter of the consequences of the financial crisis for aspects regarding
students’ career prospects, results were again two-sided and somewhat c ontroversial.
On the one hand, it seems that the ongoing recession and high unemployment rates,
especially for young people, impacted more than half of the respondents (54.6%)
who stated that they would accept any job offer even if it were unrelated to the field
of their studies. Furthermore, results showed that 44.7% of the participants thought
that, due to the financial crisis, new opportunities would emerge in some business
fields, 42.8% were considering working in another country and 38.8% had come up
with a good business idea, but it would be hard for them to find financial support in
order to implement it.

Figure 5. Likert scale responses to “Consequences of the financial crisis
for students’ career prospects”
Results on the impact of the financial crisis regarding the ‘decision to create my own
company’ seem to be two-sided and balanced, since 29% of respondents disagree or
totally disagree and another 27.7% agree or totally agree with the aforementioned
statement. Almost the same results occurred regarding the decision to “accept only
job offers related to my field of studies, regardless of the amount of the monthly paycheck”, since 27.6% of respondents disagree or totally disagree and another 23.7%
agree or totally agree with the statement.
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Table 5. Consequences of the financial crisis for students’ career prospects

N.B.: Minimum and maximum values are 1 and 5, respectively, for all items.

In order to identify the deeper reasons for these balanced results, a series of crosstabs and Chi-square tests were conducted. Regarding the effect of the financial
crisis on the “decision to create my own company”, the results of the tests revealed
that age and vocation had significant correlation (people from the 18-22 age group
and unemployed students stated that they were considering creating their own
company); regarding the impact of the financial crisis on their decision to “accept
only job offers in relation to my field of studies, regardless of the amount of the
monthly pay-check”, the results of the tests revealed that only vocation appeared to
be significantly correlated (mainly unemployed students stated that they were going
to “accept only job offers in relation to my field of studies, regardless of the amount
of the monthly pay-check”).
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Table 6. Grouped results for Chi-square tests on “decision to create my own
company”

*significant at a=0.01 level

Table 7. Grouped results for Chi-square tests on the decision to “accept only job
offers in relation to my field of studies, regardless of the amount of the monthly
pay-check”

*significant at a=0.05 level

In order to explore the effect of demographic characteristics on some of the statements of the questionnaire, t, ANOVA and non-parametric statistical tests were
conducted. More specifically, possible statistically significant differences between
gender, age and income, on what the authors consider the most interesting aspects
were examined, namely B: “General consequences of the financial crisis for students”
and G2: “Impact of the financial crisis on acquiring higher qualifications than the
Bachelor’s degree from TEICM”. The analysis was based on the average scores of the
responses to the items of each statement [B and G2].
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For statement B, the analysis above revealed statistically significant differences
only between respondents’ age groups. The differences presented graphically in
Figure 6, were verified by the ANOVA test (p value: 0.000142).

Figure 6. Boxplots between statement B and students’ age groups
The representation of post-hoc Tukey HSD (Honestly Significant Difference) test,
indicates pairwise differences between the age groups concerning responses to B
statement in Figure 7. Results imply that the consequences of the financial crisis for
students are more significant for higher age students when compared to younger
ones, under 22 years old. Mean value for students from 18 to 22 years old, i.e., 3.57,
is quite lower than the mean values for the other two groups, namely, 4.06 and 4.13,
respectively, for the 23-27 and 28+ age groups. A possible explanation is based on
the personal or family needs that older people usually have to consider, leading
them to take into account the consequences of the economic crisis more seriously.
For statement G2, non-parametric tests were used in order to overcome the lack
of normality and some outliers in the data set. The implementation of the KruskalWallis test revealed statistically significant differences between respondents’ age and
income groups, with p values at 0.01905 and 0.02922, respectively. These differences
are graphically depicted in Figures 8 and 9.
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Figure 7. Post-hoc Tukey HSD analysis between age group responses to statement B

Figure 8. Boxplots between statement G2 and students’ age groups
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It seems that older students have higher intentions to improve their qualifications than younger ones, with mean values at 3.61, 3.78 and 4.03 for the 18-22, 23-27
and 28+ age groups, respectively.
According to the effect of income on students’ intention to study in the future, it
is noticed that middle class students (€501-1100) have higher intentions for f urther
qualifications than low income students (up to €500) or very high income ones (over
€1100). This result may imply that ‘poor’ students do not have enough income to
continue with their studies and possibly want to find a job, while, on the c ontrary,
‘rich’ students lack motivation for further qualifications because of their higher
economic status.

Figure 9. Boxplots between statement G2 and students’ income groups
Conclusions
This research study has produced a number of findings, which make a double contribution to relevant international literature: a) it sheds light on the effect and consequences of the financial crisis on university students as well as on several dimensions
of their academic lives, and b) it expands current literature on the specific matter.
The ongoing recession and high unemployment rates, especially among young
people, has impacted almost all aspects of social, political and economic life in Greece.
Education, a very important and influential dimension of Greek society, has been
highly affected by this crisis, since the amount of money spent on all three existing
national educational levels has been significantly reduced. Universities in the country
(i.e., tertiary education in Greece), due to their reduced budgets, are forced to curtail
several student benefits, thus creating more problems for their academic life.
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The overall results of this study are aligned with the aforementioned situation,
indicating that the continuous financial crisis has seriously affected students at
TEICM. More specifically, on the matter of general consequences of the financial
crisis for students, the majority of respondents feel affected (or highly affected) by
it. They are more careful regarding the price of every product they wish to buy, they
have reduced their expenses by more than 20%, they systematically look for product
offers, they go out to have fun fewer times/month than they used to, they receive
less money from their families, which means that their income has been reduced by
more than 20%, and they wait for sales discount in order to buy the products they
want.
On the matter of the consequences of the financial crisis for aspects regarding university studies, results were two-sided and controversial. On the one hand,
it seems that the ongoing crisis in Greece has led the majority of students: a) to
look for a job in order to have extra income; b) to attend academic lectures more
frequently, and c) to achieve a higher level of academic performance; on the other
hand, the crisis has not had a strong impact: a) on forcing students to quit their studies, or b) on students’ choice of their field of studies. Results on the impact of the
financial crisis regarding the “decision to study at TEICM due to its location” seem
to be two-sided and balanced.
Regarding the impact of the financial crisis on acquiring higher q
 ualifications,
once again, results revealed increased effect on students and their intention to a cquire
more job skills than the Bachelor’s degree from TEICM. In fact, the strongest i mpact
of all items included in this research study, was on students’ intention to finish their
current studies the soonest possible. Furthermore, the majority of respondents s tated
that their intention was to acquire both a foreign language competence c ertificate
and a computer use certificate, while the acquisition of a second Bachelor’s degree
and of a Master’s degree also rank high among their goals. The three most popular
and desirable Master’s courses among the participants of the study were: a) Master’s
in Business Administration (MBA); b) Master’s in Hospitality and Tourism, and c)
Master’s in Public Administration (MPA).
Finally, on the matter of consequences of the financial crisis for aspects regarding
students’ career prospects, results were again two-sided. On the one hand, it seems
that the crisis has moderately affected students who stated that: a) they would accept
any job offer, even if unrelated to their field of studies; b) due to financial crisis
new opportunities would come up in some business fields; c) they were considering
working in another country, and d) although they had come up with a good b
 usiness
idea, it would be hard for them to find financial support in order to implement it.
On the other side, results on the impact of the financial crisis regarding students’
“decision to create my own company” and “decision to accept only job offers related
to my study field, regardless of the amount of the monthly pay-check” were b
 alanced,
with almost the same percentage of respondents either agreeing or disagreeing.
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Appendix
Part 1/6
Impact of the financial crisis on the students of TEI of Central Macedonia
The specific questionnaire aims on identifying the impact of the financial crisis on
the students of TEI of Central Macedonia, regarding two basic matters: a) Their
studies and their expectations regarding their professional evolvement, and b) their
consumer behaviour in relation to electronic purchases.
E-mail address: ……………………………….
Part 2/6
Respondent’s Profile
Gender
Male
Female
Age
18-22
23-27
28+
Department of studies at TEICM
Mechanical Engineering
Civil Engineering
Computer Engineering
Clothing Technology
Business Administration
Accounting & Finance
Logistics Administration
Architecture and Decoration
Year of study
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th+
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Total monthly income
under €500
€501-800
€801-1100
1101+
Vocation
Unemployed
Private sector employee
Public sector employee
Self-employed
Farmer
Your father’s vocation
Unemployed
Private sector employee
Public sector employee
Self-employed
Farmer
Your mother’s vocation
Unemployed
Private sector employee
Public sector employee
Self-employed
Farmer
Part 3/6
General consequences of the financial crisis
Please, state your level of Agreement or Disagreement with the following statements.
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Due to the financial crisis in Greece, during my studies:
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Part 4/6
Consequences of the financial crisis for several aspects regarding studies at TEICM
Please, state your level of Agreement or Disagreement with the following statements.
Due to the financial crisis in Greece, during my studies:
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Part 5/6
Consequences of the financial crisis for students’ desire to acquire higher
qualifications in addition to the qualifications acquired based on their studies
at TEICM.
Please, state your level of Agreement or Disagreement with the following statements.
Due to the financial crisis in Greece, during my studies there has been a positive
impact on my desire to:

Regarding the last statement (“Desire to attend a Master’s course”), if your
answer was “Agree” or “Totally Agree”, please, state which of the following
Master’s courses seems to be most attractive for your interests (you can tick up
to 3 options).
Applied Informatics
Renewable Energy Systems: Design, Development and Optimisation
Public Administration (MPA)
Business Administration (MBA)
Accounting and Finance
Hospitality & Tourism
Telecommunications
Prevention and Management of Natural Disasters
Logistics
None of the above
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FLEXIBLE FORMS OF EMPLOYMENT INTEGRATION.
ASSESSING THE IMPLEMENTATION OF PILOT PROJECTS
PROMOTING FLEXIBLE ARRANGEMENTS:
THE CASE OF CYPRUS
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Abstract
The present paper examines the dynamic relation between flexible work arrangements and effective employment policies. Regulations that form the integration
framework of flexible forms of employment are analyzed thoroughly, based on
the country’s social model and labor legislation. Active employment policies are
studied as a tool of increasing flexibility in labor markets especially during the
recent times of global recession. The research part of the paper investigates two
certain experimental projects that involve flexible work arrangements in Cyprus.
Both projects implement certain employment policies that promote local flexible
employment. Through applying ex-post evaluation methodologies, a detailed set
of qualitative and quantitative data is thoroughly elaborated, resulting in a vast
number of innovative parameters that could be used in promoting flexible, decent,
healthy and productive work, in order to achieve an inclusive sustainable economic
growth, according to International Labor Organization’s (ILO) engagement1.
JEL Classification: J08, J78, J21, J28, J41
Keywords: Employment policies, Flexibility in labor market, Flexible, Decent,
Productive work, Sustainable economic growth
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1. As recorded in Goal 8 of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, adopted at the United
Nations Sustainable Development Summit on 25 September 2015.
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Introduction
The various fiscal adjustments imposed since 2010 in an effort to achieve primary
budget surpluses concerning repayment of public debt interest, placed the e conomy
of Cyprus into severe recession. As a result reduced employment, increased
unemployment, income inequalities led to overall deterioration of living standards,
which is depicted in main statistical findings of Eurostat (people at risk of poverty,
social exclusions, etc).
As expected, in an effort to face income reduction, local population had to work
harder, while in most cases even simple job research had been quite hard or merely
impossible. As a result, resignation or withdrawal from the labor force had been
quite a common issue for the years to follow.
The above changes in the Cypriot workforce had been caused by two major
reasons namely discouragement of unemployed population, together with the

overall anxiety due to the general climate of job uncertainty, unemployment, lower
incomes, etc. So, during 2013-2014 resignation and withdrawal from the labor
market had been the most prevailed tendency (in reality, it might well be said that it
had been much more pronounced as the age group of 15-64 increased, compared to
the earlier period of 2008-2011).
Shortly afterwards (2014-2015), Cypriot economy started to grow in a slow but
stable way. Yet at the end of 2017, unemployment rates in Cyprus still remained
higher than the EU average (according to the Statistical Service of Cyprus the threeyear period 2015-2017 was mainly characterized by low GDP growth rates and high
unemployment rates). As deterioration of labor market’s quality indicators was
still significant, temporary, part-time and long-term unemployment continued to
trouble the overall economy of Cyprus (Cyprus PEO Labor Institute, 2015).
Employment policies and Flexible Forms of Employment
Unemployment has always been a significant social issue in most countries. In fact,
even modern economies are characterized by increased and prolonged unemployment rates. In order to deal with the matter, a variety of tools is usually implemented
at both macroeconomic and microeconomic level. These tools are widely known as
employment policies aiming to address the causes and manage the consequences
of unemployment.
According to Calmfors (1994) active employment measures are defined as
“measures targeted to improve labor’s market functioning, addressed to unemployed”.
According to ILO (2015), a national employment policy is “a vision and a practical,
comprehensive plan for achieving a country’s employment goals through influence
the demand and supply of labor and the functioning of labor markets”.
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In general, national employment policies tend to promote decent work, in
which international labor standards, social protection and even workers’ fundamental rights go together with job creation. Countries need employment policies as
worldwide challenges are getting even more complex, especially after recent global
economic crisis. Employment policies are generally classified based on their type of
action, (Guzmán, 2014), in the following categories:
Active Labor Market policies (ALMPs), designed to encourage use of less
productive labor from those outside the labor market.
Passive Labor Market policies (PLMPs), designed mainly for social support to
those qualified to work but in reality cannot do so due to imperfections between
supply and demand for labor.
European Commission (2006) defines active employment policies as “Interventions in labor market that target specific groups of the labor market”. OECD defines
ALMPs as “Active labor market programs that include all social expenditure (other
than education) aiming at the improvement of the beneficiaries prospect of finding
gainful employment by increasing earning capacity. This category includes spending
on public employment services and administration, labor market training, special
programs for youth when in transition from school to work, labor market programs
to provide or promote employment for unemployed and other persons (excluding
young and disabled persons) and special programs for the disabled’’. On the other
hand, passive employment policies (PLMPs) aim to support unemployed income or
limit labor supply with techniques such as early employment. Initially, the concept
of activation was viewed in a narrow sense: it actually meant increasing public
resources going into a range of active labor market policies (ALMPs) as opposed
to spending public resources on so called “passive labor market policies”, namely
unemployment insurance (UI) and related welfare benefits. The basic idea was to
shift the balance on public spending on labor market policies away from passive
spending towards spending on ALMPs and in that way helping to reduce structural
unemployment (Martin, 2014).
Although, European Economic Community (EEC) was established in 1975, the
creation of a European Institutional Framework for Industrial Relations was not
a priority, until the late 80’s. The Lisbon Strategy, also known as Lisbon Agenda,
was a development plan devised in March 2000 aiming to declare Europe as the
most competitive and dynamic knowledge-based economy in the world by 2010.
Lisbon Strategy encouraged European member-states to adopt measures in order to
enhance employment flexibility, in an effort to reduce unemployment rates among
women, young people and newcomers to the labor market and increase job positions.
Defined by the European Commission (2007) as an integrated strategy to enhance
flexibility and security in the labor market, flexicurity has been presented as an
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a ppropriate policy response to economic uncertainty and labor market instabilities
stemming from apparently agentless forces associated with globalization and technological change. Globalization and technological change had led to job security
becoming an outmoded policy objective: policy makers were urged to promote
employment security by improving workers’ ability to make labor market transitions
through active labor market policies and lifelong learning opportunities that would
enable them to enhance their ‘employability’ (European Commission, 2007; Muffels
et al., 2014). Moreover, employment policies aim to achieve further and even more
superior job positions. Superior job positions are those that provide s atisfying salary
and do not affect the labor and social security of the workforce. In this context,
flexible forms of employment prevail in the guidelines agreed unanimously by EU
member states and enhance the implementation of the Lisbon Strategy. The European Union’s employment policies for greater flexibility in the labor market have
been implemented in national level with the following ways (Kouzis, 2001):
Reduction in wage and non-wage costs,
Enhance/development of part-time employment,
Creation of new forms of work organization,
Management of working time.
Therefore, we refer to forms of paid employment, which deviate from the typical
model of formal wage-employment, in respect to at least one parameter of the wage
relation (working hours, total contract time, employer uniqueness, service site, etc.)
(Lyberaki & Dendrinos, 2004). As a direct consequence, flexible forms of employment are the terminology that creates less confusion in relation to its content, therefore the term “flexible” forms of employment is opposed to the “normal” or “typical”
form of employment as it seems to be more suitable for this particular article.
The framework within which EU member states are expected to develop policies
to secure flexicurity is comprised of four pillars (Hastings & Heyes, 2016):
1. Flexible and reliable contractual arrangements from the perspective of the
employer and the employee, of ‘insiders’ and ‘outsiders’.
2. Comprehensive lifelong learning strategies to ensure the continual adaptability
and employability of workers.
3. Effective active labor market policies that help people cope with rapid change,
reduce unemployment spells and ease transitions to new jobs.
4. Modern social security systems that provide adequate income support, e ncourage
employment and facilitate labor market mobility.
Τhe element of contractual arrangements includes job quality, labor market
transitions and segmentation issues, while the social security ingredient includes
sustainable pensions, childcare and social transfers (Muffels & Wilthagen, 2013).
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During the last three decades a wide variety of working-time arrangements
spread throughout developed economies aiming to increase working-time flexibility
(Berg et al., 2014). However, modern labor markets face the challenge to combine
the employers’ needs with the employees’ needs for working-time flexibility (Zapf
& Weber, 2017). Employers require working-time flexibility to respond quickly to
fluctuations in demand and thus to save costs (Houseman 2001; Kalleberg et al.,
2003), to achieve shorter delivery times, to answer customers changing needs (Reilly
2001), to increase performance and productivity (Hill et al. 2001; Lott & Chung
2016) and to foster innovation performance (Godart et al., 2016). Simultaneously
employees require working-time flexibility to balance work and private life responsibilities (Berg et al. 2004; Hill et al. 2001; Reilly 1998).
European acquis in the field of flexicurity was initially established in the 1990s,
comprising documents, institutions, values, and principles. The “Common Principles of Flexicurity” is its birth certificate, providing the European approach to flexicurity through four components: 1) flexible and secure contractual arrangements; 2)
lifelong learning; 3) effective active labor market policies to facilitate transitions to
new jobs; 4) modern social security systems providing social support during transitions (European Commission, 2007).
According to the international and European practices, flexible forms of employment are distinguished in various categories (Kouzis, 2001), such as:
Temporary employment: This form of employment differs from the “typical”
form of employment in terms of duration. The duration of temporary employment is limited and is mainly expressed through fixed term contracts.
Through fixed term contracts, employers seek to satisfy occasional, temporary and seasonal needs of their business, while they reduce their labor costs
as they are not required to compensate the employee by the end of contract.
Part – time job: The employees of part – time jobs, work in the same or
similar objects with the employees of full – time jobs, though they have
reduced work hours.
Flexible working hours: In this form of employment the employee decides
himself the arrival and departure time of each day, within a specific framework set by the employer. The working hours must satisfy a critical mass of
working hours.
Scaled working hours: Employees or groups of employees agree to have different time schedules (they start and stop their work at different time), holding the same fixed working hours. This form of employment provides an advantage to the company as it operates for longer hours.
Intermittent job/employment: In this form of employment there is a
distribution of working hours in irregular intervals or in indeterminate time
periods, depending on the demand/needs of business’s goods and services.
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So, having intermittent work means that scheduled less than full-time without regular working hours.
Job availability: In this form of employment, the employees are not supposed
to show up at work unless they are said / invited to, or they are employed
only in time periods of increased business demand/needs, while they are not
employed during time periods of reduced business demand/needs.
Outsourcing job/employment: In this form of employment the business
assigns, in the form of contracting, part of its operation in a contractor
company that offers its services on a temporary or permanent basis. The
contractor company occupies its own staff, though the services are p
 rovided
in business’s facilities. Outsourcing of employment is applied in order to
reduce operation’s costs and to provide high quality products.
Telecommuting: Fulfillment of work duties by the employee, solely from his
house, or the physical space of his preference, though the employee must be
electronically connected to the working location during working hours.
Working from home: In this form of employment, the employee works in
his own home, it differs from the telecommuting arrangement in that it does
not require that the employee stays electronically connected to the working
location during working hour. The employee provides its services/work using
means provided by the employer and/ or the worker himself.
From an economic point of view, introduction of fixed-term contracts has
generated a variety of multidimensional effects such as increased worker a utonomy,
reduction of monotony, enhancement of motivation, improvement of working
relationships (teamwork, increased female employment). Additionally, disadvantages of flexibility include greater job insecurity, uncertain working environments;
less attention paid to working conditions such as health and safety (Güell, 2003).
Shortly after adopting flexicurity common principles, economic and financial
crisis began impacting the EU’s socio-economic debate. Around the same time the
Lisbon Strategy was replaced by the Europe 2020 Strategy. The flexicurity concept
still remained as a part of the new EU’s ambitions and had been included in the new
Integrated Guidelines of Europe 2020 (Bekker, 2017). Nowadays, Europe has developed the appropriate institutional framework for operation and implementation
of flexible forms of employment, accompanied by recognition of rights to flexible
workers (fixed-term contracts, part-time workers, lending of employees etc.).
The Labor Market of Cyprus
This section examines prevailing trends in the Cypriot labor market regarding the
flexibility of work and its development during the recent economic crisis.
The study includes data provided from the Survey of the Labor Force of C
 yprus,
(2017), including labor force of 61,5% of the general population, while women
constitute 48,1% of the total labor force of Cyprus.
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The age structure of Cypriot workers, as illustrated in Figure 1, shows that most
Cypriot employees are in their most productive years, as the majority of employees
is consecrated to the age group 25-34, followed by groups of 35-44 and 45-54. It
is worth noting that men and women are almost evenly distributed in the above
mentioned age groups.

Fig. 1. Age structure of employees in 2017 (year average), by sex
Figure 2 illustrates the evolution of unemployment in Cyprus. The unemployment
rate holds an upward trend during 2008-2014, immediately after the outburst of the
economic crisis, while a downward trend began after 2014. However, despite the
decline, unemployment remains at significant higher levels compared to 2004-2008.
Furthermore, unemployment rates are almost the same for both sexes, with a slight
prevalence of men during 2011-2015.

Fig. 2. Evolution of Unemployment rate during the period 2004-2017
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Moreover, as in most European countries, young people hold the highest
 nemployment rates. Specifically, the unemployment rate for the age group 25-34 is
u
34.2% as shown in figure 3.

Fig. 3. Age structure of unemployed men and women in Cyprus
Figures 4 and 5 capture the evolution of full-time and part-time employment in
Cyprus during 2004-2017. The upward trend of part-time employment, especially
after the outburst of the economic crisis and the downward trend of full employment, indicate the adoption of flexible forms of employment. However, it is worth
mentioning that employment rate in full-time contracts is significantly higher than
employment rate in part-time employment contracts.

Fig. 4. Evolution of part-time employment in Cyprus
during the time period 2004-2017, by sex
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Fig. 5. Evolution of full-time employment in Cyprus
during the time period 2004-2017, by sex
Furthermore, it is worth mentioning that 86.8% of the total employed persons
were employees, of whom 15.3% had a temporary job, in comparison to 2016 when
employees accounted for 85,7% of total employment of whom 16.5% had a temporary job. Concerning distribution of gender, women employees in temporary job
prevail slightly (18.7%) compared to men (11.9%).
Application of flexible forms of employment in Cyprus: Case study of Subsidy
Plans for 2010 and 2013
Cyprus implemented two pilot projects concerning the promotion of flexible forms
of employment: the “Subsidy Plan for integration into the Labor Market through
Flexible forms of Employment (2010)” and the “Subsidy Plan for Employment
with flexible arrangements (2013)”. The necessity of both Projects implementation
had been inevitable, due to known unfavorable conditions in the overall Cypriot
economy, at the time.
The objective of the “Subsidy Plan for integration into the Labor Market
through Flexible Forms of Employment (2010)” was to encourage economically
inactive women, elderly and overall inactive persons to participate in the labor
market, under flexible employment. These groups encountered general difficulties
entering and remaining in the labor market without proper assistance yet they were
interested in working on the basis of a flexible form of employment. Moreover, the
plan aimed to employ unemployed referred to Cyprus Productivity Centre (KEPA)
by the Labor Offices of the Public Employment Services, particularly the ultimate
scope of the project was to:
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Increase the employment rate of unemployed by creating new jobs / opportunities with flexible forms of employment and enable them to embrace/combine work and personal life.
Support business / organizations to create new working positions based on
flexible forms of employment, in order to improve their organization and
their competitiveness.
Respectively, the ultimate purpose of the “Subsidy Plan for Employment
with flexible arrangements (2013)” was to reduce unemployment, by reducing
the number of unemployed registered in Labor Offices of the Public Employment
Service, and were interested in working under a flexible form of employment and
create new jobs based on flexible forms of employment, in order to improve the
organization’s efficiency and competitiveness.
Though the ultimate purpose of each project was different, their common
objectives included:
To grant the wage costs of people placed in jobs with flexible arrangements,
in order to encourage employers to create such positions and to recruit
interested individuals who satisfied the inclusion criteria.
To grant the transportation of Plans’ employees, to and from their workplace.
The implementation of these pilot projects resulted in 1.166 new jobs that were
created through flexible forms of employment.
Evaluation methodology
In the frame of the Subsidy Plans’ implementation a field research was contacted
to both employees and employers, in order to assess these projects. The research’s
goal was to include a sufficient number of respondents, in order to draw statistically
reliable results about any differences in relation to the rated parameters between
individuals in different categories.
In the context of the ex-post Projects evaluation, quantitative and qualitative
data processing was carried out in order to:
Assess the impact of Projects on targeted populations (unemployed and
businesses) using information derived from targeted populations themselves
Assess the results achieved by the time of evaluation
Analyze the factors that influenced positively or negatively the progress of
pilot projects
Define the degree of functionality and administrative effectiveness of the
Projects.
The implemented tools and techniques were the archival research (overview of
monitoring reports) and the field research.
The research aimed to record primary data related to the effectiveness and
functionality of Projects implementation and was carried out through telephone or
field interviews, on the following stakeholders:
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Organizations (Cyprus Productivity Centre, Trade Union Organizations,
European Social Treasury Unit, The Directorate General for European

Programs, Department of Labor, Coordination and Development).
Business executives. In particular, eighty-two enterprises that participated
in the “Subsidy Plan for integration into the Labor Market through F
 lexible
Forms of Employment (2010)” and one hundred thirty companies p
 articipated
in the “Subsidy Plan for Employment with flexible arrangements (2013)”.
One hundred (100) people participated in the “Subsidy Plan for integration
into the Labor Market through Flexible Forms of Employment (2010)” and
two hundred people participated in the “Subsidy Plan for Employment with
flexible arrangements (2013)”.
The sample for each population was selected by the method of stratified random
sampling combined with predetermined quotas. The individuals who participated
in the programs were categorized according to basic parameters such as province,
gender and age.
Evaluation of Subsidy Plans in terms of employees
The employees’ opinion survey, examined the following topics:
Employees’ evolution and remuneration after the expiration of flexible
arrangement.
Preferences in certain forms of flexible employment.
Level of:
1st) Employees’ satisfaction from their participation in the project,
2nd) Project’s correspondence / coherence to the needs of employees
3rd) Acquirement of new knowledge and skills
Problems encountered by employees, benefits gained and respondents’
proposals, in order to improve relevant future projects.
The main findings resulting from the opinion survey on employees for the
Subsidy Plans of 2010 and 2013 are the following:
The main reason for adopting flexible forms of employment is mostly the
simultaneous favoring of businesses and individuals, and even to serve the employee’s
individual needs, such as
Childcare,
Economical support / enhancement,
Facilitation in the attendance of curricula,
Employability under favorable terms due to pregnancy.
The majority of working respondents, 42% of 2010 Plan respondents and 34.5%
of 2013 Plan, claimed that both projects strongly contributed in acquiring skills and
knowledge while a significant lower percentage of working respondents, 9% of 2010
Plan respondents and 8.5% of 2013 Plan claimed that their contribution was just
trivial.
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Regarding the evolution / performance of employees after the expiration of the
arrangement, the majority of employees, 81% of 2010 plan and 80% of 2013 Plan,
remained in their position / job for at least four months, under the same flexible
form of employment. Though, there were some cases, where the employment was
terminated before the expiration of their contract, after a unilateral decision of the
company.
On the other hand, the main reasons that resulted in the termination of
employment after the end of the contract, according to employees are:
Company’s / organization’s decision,
Low wages,
Unfulfillment of employee’s needs or expectations.
For those who remained in businesses after the end of the plan, working
conditions remained stable. Specifically, 51.9% of 2010 Plan and 55% of 2013 Plan
respondents, claim that their remuneration remained stable, while a proportion
of workers had a wage increase, 23.4% and 21.9% of 2010 and 2013 Plan, respectively. Moreover, the majority of respondents, 75.3% and 73.8%, reported that they
were occupied with the same form of employment, while there were cases, 21% and
25.6%, where the employees’ contracts adapted to the contracts of their colleagues.
The opinion survey examined, the level of satisfaction of employees on flexible
employment form in which they worked, since the projects aimed to serve not
only the needs of businesses, but also to encourage economically inactive and
unemployed people to enter labor market through flexible forms of employment.
The results reveal that the majority of employees were satisfied with their form of
employment. Specifically, 75% of 2010 Plan and 61% of 2013 Plan respondents,
replied that they were very satisfied, while 13% of 2010 Plan and 31% of 2013
Plan respondents, declared moderate satisfaction. Though the level of employee’s
satisfaction in terms of gender, recorded differences between the 2010 and 2013
Subsidy Plan. In particular, the majority of highly satisfied employees in the 2010
Plan were men (69.2%), while the highest rate of satisfaction recorded by women
(42.5%) in the 2013 Plan.
According to employees the main benefit gained by their participation, was
the opportunity to work through a flexible form of employment and ensure income
stability. Another major benefit was acquisition of further work experience and
even preservation of employment after the end of the project. However, 8% of 2010
Plan respondents and 15% of 2013 Plan respondents, claimed that they gained no
benefits. The vast majority of working respondents, 89% of 2010 plan and 80% of
2013 Plan, did not face particular problems during their integration in their new
working environment. The smooth integration process of employees in the working
environment was related to the friendly atmosphere / environment in their workplace, good relations developed among colleagues or even among colleagues and
employers and partly due to the businesses’ small or medium size.
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Overall, the vast majority of working respondents was very or extremely satisfied
with their participation in the project. Therefore, most respondents, 87.1% of 2010
Plan and 68.6% of 2013 Plan, responded that they are willing to participate in similar
projects in the future.
Evaluation of Subsidy Plans in terms of employers
The employers’ opinion survey aimed to assess the level of satisfaction as well as the
benefits received after the implementation of both Plans.
The main forms of flexible employment adopted by businesses under the 2010
and 2013 Plan, were related to flexible hours (52.7% of 2010 and 52.8% of 2013) and
employment with continuous working hours (21.2% of 2010 and 27.3% of 2013).
Part-time employment and working from home were the most unfavorable forms
of flexible employment in both Plans. Notably, the most favorable form of flexible
employment for businesses with up to five (5) employees was shift work, while
larger companies preferred less common flexible forms such as, telecommuting, job
availability and working from home.
The main reasons for implementing, the aforementioned forms of flexible
employment are related to the simultaneously favoring of business’s needs and
employee’s needs and of course simple satisfaction of individual’s needs.
Regarding the contribution of flexible forms of employment in business
operation:
37,8% of 2010 Plan and 36,9% of 2013 Plan respondents claimed, great
contribution to the reduction of labor costs.
53,7% of 2010 Plan and 48,5% 2013 Plan respondents claimed, optimization
of the work’s organization.
50% of 2010 Plan and 52,3% of 2013 Plan respondents claimed, allowance of
opportunities that deal with fluctuations in the demand of labor market.
52,4% of 2010 Plan and 47,7% of 2013 Plan respondents claimed, the
importance in attracting competent employees.
Moreover, another topic of particular interest is the evolution of employees, at
the end of their contract. The results revealed that, most employers, 80.4% of 2010
Plan and 70% of 2013 Plan, renewed the employee’s contract, for at least four months
after the end of the initial contract while in several businesses employees terminated
their employment after the end of their contract (18.2% of 2010 Plan and 23.1% of
2013 Plan). The fact that a minimum percentage of employees quit working actually
highlights the success point of both Plans. Additionally, according to the responses
of employers, most employees terminated their employment by the end of contract,
under their own decision, while in few cases the termination occurred due to other
reasons such as reduction of businesses activity or payment difficulties.
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Furthermore, the opinion survey examines the level of employer’s s atisfaction
in respect to employees’ skills, amount of the grant, grant’s payment flow and
cooperation with the Cyprus Productivity Centre. Specifically, more than half of
employers were satisfied from the process of fitting the employees’ profiles and skills
to the business’s needs, the amount of the grant and the program’s management
framework. A lower percentage of employers declared moderate satisfaction from
the grant’s payment flow, while 23.2% of 2010 and 25.4% of 2013 declared no or
little satisfaction. A noteworthy fact is that up to 50% of employers indicate high or
moderate satisfaction with their cooperation with the Cyprus Productivity Centre,
while 22% of respondents expressed their total dissatisfaction from their cooperation with the Cyprus Productivity Centre. Most employers were dissatisfied due to
the increased bureaucracy, delays in the payment of grant and dysfunctionalities in
the program’s management.
Regarding the use of consulting services, the majority of businesses accomplished the necessary implementation procedures, without hiring consultants.
However, small-scaled businesses (operating with 5 employees) were not able to
implement the necessary procedures and therefore hired a consultant. As far as it
concerns, the level of satisfaction from the services provided by consultants, most
employers claimed that they were very satisfied from their cooperation.
The majority of employers mentioned that they did not encounter any problems/
difficulties in the employment of working people, but they mainly encounter problems in the payment flow (payout) of the grant from the Cyprus Productivity C
 entre.
Concerning problems encountered during grants’ submission, some businesses
faced a variety of difficulties such as, bureaucracy, and the great bulk of supporting
documents required for the application.
In conclusion, both Plans fully responded to employers’ expectations. Specifically,
participation in the above examined Plans fulfilled gaps in businesses and provided
a significant economic support that covered labor costs. The majority of employers
were willing to participate in similar projects in the future. This increased willingness appears to derive from the fact that such programs and projects provide the
opportunity to employers to reap significant economic benefits, to meet their needs
for staff and to hire suitably skilled people.
Discussion
The recent economic crisis held, as expected, a significant effect on the employment
of Cyprus. The increased use of flexible forms of employment is correlated with
the continuous expansion of globalization, while the encouragement of flexibility
at work constitutes a main policy not only for the European Union, but for major
international organizations such as, the International Monetary Fund, World Bank
and the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development. Flexible forms
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of employment reduce unemployment, which is the major structural problem of
modern economies and societies. The general tendency adopts fl
 exibility as well as
the institutional deregulation of industrial relations towards the specific needs of
employers and employees. At the same time, employers have used flexibility as a reason
for lower incomes, less stability and even lower costs of social s ecurity. Amongst
technological factors, digitization changes workplaces and the overall organization’s
functionality, creating opportunities for new occupational profiles for employees
(Eurofound, 2016). Thus, the main concern of the E
 uropean Employment S trategy
is balance maintenance between businesses’ demand for flexible arrangements and
employees’ job security and preservation. This balance is clearly expressed by the
term flexicurity that indicates the composition of these two concepts through a
Euro-wide (European) employment policy, the fundamental basis of which is to
protect employees, promote quality in workplace, enhance competitiveness and
create favorable conditions for the unemployment inclusion. Ultimately the aim
of flexicurity is to bridge the gap of conflicting interests between employers and
employees, trying to keep up with a workable and realistic development model.
In this context, most countries enacted measures that lead to partial deregulation
of the labor market and flexibilisation of labor relations in terms of time, duration
and conditions of employment. It is obviously encouraged to design and implement
a development plan that is friendly to both employees and employers, while reduces
unemployment and decreases inequalities. The most important lesson learnt from
the recent economic crisis is the confirmation of flexicurity as an o
 ptimal employment strategy, as the social sub models (for instance, the Nordic one) with good
levels of flexicurity handle new challenges productively. On the contrary, the sub
models that predominantly use flexibility without being compensated for by an
adequate level of security (for instance, the Anglo-Saxon one) have had poorer
results. Insufficient flexibility is also an obstacle for resilient employment policies.
This development plan should be formed based on the optimal use of the workforce
and on working conditions aligned to modern economic and social needs.
Therefore in the case of Cyprus, the gained experience yielded from the implementation of the aforementioned Plans, provides an indicative implementation
framework that serves a vast number of targets. However, in a future implementation of such projects special attention should be paid in analyzing strengths and
weaknesses in order to eliminate weaknesses. The main topics that need special
attention include:
Targeting of any future interventions to preserve and enhance quality of work
as well as the sort of combination of flexibility and security that satisfies both
employees and employers.
Adjustment of the respective interventions in selected target groups2 that may
benefit from the implementation of flexible working arrangements.
2. Such as women, elderly, and VET learners.
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Take the necessary action (information and publicity actions) in order to
disseminate objectives, goals and results of future plans. Such actions aim
to familiarize potential beneficiaries and public with the whole concept and
actual benefits of flexible forms of employment.
Effective and orderly functioning of control mechanisms, in order to ensure
high degree of compliance with the requirements and conditions of each plan,
as well the effective implementation of labor and social security legislation.
Provision of short-term training programs of employers before placing them
in flexible workplaces in order to promote integration into satisfying operational environment.
Development of functional and efficient systems that fits employees’ skills to
the needs of product and labor organization in enterprises.
In any case, successful transition to a flexible, socially equitable and efficient
labor market is achieved through interventions that deviate from the rationale of a
development model, based on low labor costs, deregulation and deterioration of labor
relations. In this direction, corrective actions are required to eliminate a mbiguities
and deficiencies of the current legal and institutional framework for fl
 exible forms of
employment, that minimize the deregulation characteristics of l abor market, b
 enefit
employers while at the same time transmit various characteristics of alternative
options between employers and enterprises.
In addition, working time flexibility provides fertile ground for balancing flexibility
with security in organizations. For instance, sliding schedules and fl
 exi-time may be
implemented to balance specific basic human needs such as childcare, elderly care
etc. Furthermore, compressed working week might be helpful towards creating time
for families, parental leave, study leave or attendance of training programs that promote career objectives. Switching easily from full-time to part-time employment in
permanent jobs may enhance various benefits to employees with diverse needs.
Moreover, in all project formulation processes, the high-level strategic and institutional framework has to be considered. The context of Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) is the basic development framework that must be considered when
formulating interventions for promoting flexible work-arrangements. During the
UN General Assembly in September 2015, the four pillars of the decent work agenda
(employment creation, social protection, rights at work, and social dialogue) are
considered as integral elements of the new 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development that places job creation in the heart of economic policy-making and development plans. Specifically, Goal 8 of the 2030 Agenda calls for the promotion of inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive employment and decent
work. Decent work sums up employers’ expectations by involving opportunities for
productive work, fair income, security, social protection, personal development and
social integration.
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Abstract
The aim of this paper is to identify and highlight those conditions and characteristics
that will facilitate the internationalization of Greek Social Enterprises (GSEs) and,
thereby, enhance their sustainability and performance characteristics. In Greece,
social enterprises have a very low degree of internationalization. Assessed on their
fundamental characteristics (turnover, employment, size), they fail to respond
to criteria of extrovert Social Enterprises. We also highlight policy measures
that may support and encourage social enterprises to internationalize. Through
internationalization, positive effects on the viability and further development of
GSEs will emerge, specifically related to strengthening their competitive position in
the domestic and international markets, by raising capacity innovation, increasing
sales, creating new jobs and acquiring a healthier financial position.
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1. Introduction
The object of this paper is to investigate the current situation, obstacles and
prerequisites for the internationalization of Greek Social Enterprises (GSEs) and, consequently, the improvement of their sustainability and their quality characteristics.
Methodologically, relevant literature was used, together with research and studies of international and Greek organizations. The existing situation was studied by
collecting, recording and analysing secondary quantitative data concerning the
characteristics of GSEs. Experiences, obstacles, and the criteria of internationalized
enterprises were also investigated, mainly within the European Union, regarding
methods for the internationalization of Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) and
which of them are appropriate for social enterprises, depending on their characteristics, as well as possible obstacles or necessary measures for their further internationalization prospects.
2. Literature Review
Social economy organisations generally contribute to increasing social capital, since
their activity is based on citizens’ cooperation and participation. They also often
provide public goods and goods of general interest, drawing on a set of resources
beyond the state budget. As a result, these enterprises significantly contribute to
expanding the supply of social goods and services, creating new jobs and i ncreasing
income. In addition, they employ disproportionally larger percentages of people
from groups that have trouble seeking jobs in profit-driven industries (e.g., women,
young people or disadvantaged workers) (European Commission, 2013, pp. 49-50).
Social Entrepreneurship (SE) can offer some exciting new ideas and complement
plans for more socially appropriate and sustainable business strategies. SE discovers
new ways of creating products, services or structures, responding to social needs so
to achieve sustainable growth with business opportunities that cannot be fulfilled
by either markets or social systems. The very nature of SE is flexible, creative and
inventive (Manoj J., Tiwari S.P., Vindhyalaya J., p.11).
Recent research into 507 US-based socially oriented organizations has studied
five dimensions: innovation, energy (vigour), risk management, effective orientation and social mission orientation: 44% of the social organisations that participated
in the research operate in the health and human health services sectors, 14% in
the arts, culture and humanities, 9% within the context of civil rights and community development, 5% in the sector concerning the environment and animals, 4%
at the international level and 24% under the “other” category (charitable and nonprofit organisations). The Social Entrepreneurship Orientation (SPO) indicators of
the sample were found to be high in innovation (3.9/5.0), prevention (3.8/5.0), risk
management (3.9/5.0), selective orientation (3.6/5.0), social mission orientation
(4.2/5.0) and sustainability orientation of (4.2/5.0). These high scores indicate high
levels of business behaviour in the Social Business Orientation Indicators (Abhishek
Dwivedia, Jay Weerawardenab, 2018, pp. 36, 39).
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In an analysis on innovation and profit incentives in social entrepreneurship,
inclusion of the profit and innovation incentive alongside the social incentive
provides an answer to the question why some social enterprises are more innovative than others and why some are more profitable than others. It is argued that
these results are driven by the structure chosen and the self-esteem management of
individual social entrepreneurs, coupled with the ability of specific social enterprises
to deliver social results. Multiple paths towards social entrepreneurship have been
found in relation to the single dominant result of the consequences of s ymmetrical
analysis. Given the heterogeneity on both sides of the relationship of individual
opportunity and expectation, this could mean that people with different attitudes,
expectations and self-esteem levels would choose the same type of social opportunity, but also that various types of social enterprises would be chosen by different
people (Evan Douglas, Catherine Prentice, 2019, p. 77).
A multilevel analysis in eleven welfare states shows that social enterprises are
perceived as a more effective solution to social problems when a liberal or socialist
logic dominates the market of a given state of coordination and social welfare.
However, when institutional reasoning faces conflicts, any legitimacy assigned
to social entrepreneurship decreases. The study emphasises that high legitimacy
of social entrepreneurship in the eyes of national experts requires both a single
market/socialist reasoning of the political governance on a macroeconomic scale,
as well as institutional conditions offering an efficient environmental function for
social enterprises. In this respect, it can be concluded that the development of social
entrepreneurship in different national contexts depends on factors on the demand
side of public acceptance of social enterprises, factors of supply reflecting the active
efforts of entrepreneurs and institutional factors creating the context for interaction
between enterprises and of enterprises with the wider public (Ewald Kiblera, Virva
Salmivaarab, aa., 2018, pp. 944, 954).
Based on capital and institutional theories, a recent paper discussed the potential
role of a typical (economically, educationally and politically) country in relation to
individual (economic, human and social) chapters and to how individual chapters
and institutional conditions affect entrepreneurship in general, and, social entrepreneurship, in particular. It is noted that all three forms of individual capital are
important for social entrepreneurship to be launched. Results show that having
different forms of individual capital (economic, human and social) increases the
probability of starting a social enterprise. A country’s general education standards
play an important complementary role alongside social entrepreneurship skills.
Entry into the social entrepreneurship sector is also an option that entails significant opportunity cost in terms of capital investment (Sreevas Sahasranamama, M.K.
Nandakumarb, 2018, pp. 1, 9, 10).
In a systematic review and analysis of existing surveys, 45 definitions of social
entrepreneurship were found. Three main categories, intentions/promises, business
opportunities and types of entities within social entrepreneurship were examined.
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These intentions/promises are grouped into four sub-categories, namely: people,
social aspects, economic goals and contexts. The most controversial s ub-category
is the one related to social aspects, because of conceptual ambiguity. Business
opportunities consist of theoretical elements used in entrepreneurship studies.
Business opportunities in the EU are geared towards solving social and environmental problems. In the Entity category, the variety of entities focuses on the legal
status of entities, which enables them to carry out their activities (Rocío Aliaga-Isla,
Benjamin Huybrechts, 2018, p. 656).
The internationalisation of business as a topic studied in the literature began in
the 1960s and the best-known approach, based on classical assumptions of economic
theory (classic economic models), was the theory of enterprise development (Penrose 1995) and the Product Life Cycle Theory (Vernon 1979). According to Penrose, growth can be achieved through the internationalization of a company and the
exploitation of new opportunities by international markets and/or by finding new
production opportunities within the international environment. Vernon’s model
explains not only the emergence of international trade and investment, but also the
internationalization of a company using the product lifecycle concept. According to
patterns of behaviour, internationalization can either happen deliberately, through
a strategic development plan, or because the enterprise is driven in this direction
(Aharoni, 1966). The interconnection of enterprises with other companies is at the
core of the model of networked enterprises. Businesses are interconnected with other
businesses, and these networks extend their action beyond national borders, thus,
acting as a vehicle for the internationalization of the companies involved (Johanson
& Mattson, 1988). The latest trend in theoretical approaches to internationalization is the study of the so-called “globalized by establishment business”. In a paper
that examines the issue of economic integration and spatial inequalities in regard to
international production distribution, it was found that low cost of setting up and
easy entry of firms seems to be determining factors in business dynamism in international spatial decisions and economic performance in general (Kristian Behrens,
Jacques-Francois Thisse, 2006, pp. 868, 878-879).
In a paper on opportunities for social entrepreneurship globalization it is
explained why social entrepreneurs may be attracted to opportunities outside their
countries of origin and start companies that are international from the outset, even
when there are no markets or where there are serious institutional shortcomings.
The scope of the social venture determines the number of groups it serves and the
range of its geographical scope. Some social businesses may have an advantage to
increase their impact only when focusing on certain countries or a specific area.
Other businesses may pursue social opportunities in a wider, international field,
which operates in many countries. Such fluctuations in the field of social enterprises are likely to reflect the impact of social entrepreneurs, their preferences and
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motivations, resources they have or could accumulate, their perception of the risks
involved, the business models they apply and their capacity to coordinate at the
international level. When social bargaining is more closely related to a business
background, knowledge, skills and experiences are likely to reduce entrepreneurs’
perceived risk and their uncertainty about operating in a broad international scale.
Accessibility to others also reduces perceived risks associated with international
presence, because it makes sharing information possible and facilitates cooperation with intermediaries who perform specialised services (e.g. accounting), thus
further reducing the risks of increased geographical extension. The presence of
other businesses, including NGOs, provides additional opportunities for participation in c ollective actions to raise awareness of the problem and make the international arrangements a ppropriate to deal with it. Finally, observing other companies s eeking similar opportunities helps gain new skills to improve coordination,
efficiency and administration, enhancing international presence. Various underlying forces might reduce the willingness of entrepreneurs to look for social opportunities internationally. The lack of standardisation of the business model increases
operating costs because serious local adaptation is necessary, requiring full understanding of local cultures, ideologies and institutions. Social enterprises operating
on an international level use innovative organisational structures, while business
models must follow collaborative strategies seeking to connect to a range of sources
worldwide (Shaker A., Zahra, H. and N. Rawhouser, aa., 2008, pp. 127-129).
From the theoretical and empirical analysis of business processes of social entrepreneurship, as compared to speculations, findings show that, while modern practices of social enterprises have many similarities to their counterparts for speculative purposes, there may also be significant differences. These differences converge
around the following main issues: with respect to the identification of opportunities,
social entrepreneurship concentrates on unmet social needs and locally bounded
amenities. On the other hand, while both profit-driven and social entrepreneurs
maximize local network integration, the latter use networks to build local credibility and support for their social enterprise. Social entrepreneurs rarely invest or
risk personal finance in their businesses and do not seek to maximize profit for
personal gain. Personal risk is clearly there for social entrepreneurs, but it is investment of personal credibility and reliability in local reputation that is at stake by their
business activities, not financing. Failure entails not financial damage but loss of
personal reliability, while success does not entail economic gain but increases social
and human capital through the enhancement of personal reputation. Profit-driven
and social entrepreneurs share a belief in the centrality of their role: social entrepreneurs should make inclusion clearer and must share the pursuit of success together
with a group of volunteers and beneficiaries (Eleanor Shaw, Sara Carter, 2007, p.
431).
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The social capital of a company allows changes in the internationalization operation despite the limited experience of social entrepreneurs. The reason is that, since
the internal accumulation of market knowledge is an important determinant of the
pace of internationalization, the information acquired through social capital allows
enterprises to change modes faster (Sylvie Chetty and Henrik Agndal, 2007, p. 25).
Creating a social enterprise may prove to be a more difficult task than e stablishing
a traditional business, due to the fact that special skills are needed to start and
manage a business whose social mission is as important as economic gain, but also
because of greater difficulty in accessing funds, resulting from the limited understanding of social enterprises and the social value these produce. Social enterprises
make significant contribution to addressing social and economic challenges. Their
contribution can be increased by policies that favour growth and efficiency. These
policies should focus on providing appropriate measures for the development of
social enterprises, including actions to promote social entrepreneurship and i mprove
legal and regulatory frameworks, funding, market access, business development
services and supporting structures (OECD, European Union, 2013, pp. 7, 16)
Regarding the issue of how a business will develop its international activity, there
are three main ways of internationalizing a business outlined in relevant literature.
The first way is internationalization through exports in two forms, namely, direct and
indirect exports. Direct exports relate to companies which either use independent
distribution companies to promote their products in foreign markets, or establish
their own offices and acquire their own sales network in foreign markets. Indirect
exports have to do with cooperation with specialized export management companies or foreign buyers with local representatives. The latter is achieved through nonparticipatory agreements, with three basic methods of expansion into foreign markets, i.e., licensing agreements, turn-key projects, and franchise agreements. Finally,
foreign direct investments are also an option for businesses seeking to expand into
foreign markets, by creating subsidiaries, joint ventures, etc. (Hisrich, R. & Peters,
M., 2002).
In a research study on the social impact, opportunities and challenges of the
cooperative movement and the impetus it can give to the cooperative economy by
Cooperatives Europe in cooperation with the LAMA Development and Cooperation
Agency, titled “Cooperating platforms in the European landscape: an exploratory
study”, 38 projects from 11 European countries and three non-EU initiatives were
analysed, in an attempt to find out the conditions for their development and highlight the concerns expressed by representatives of cooperative associations from
eight countries (Austria, Belgium, the Czech Republic, France, Italy, the Netherlands, Poland and the United Kingdom). Of these projects, 80% (31 out of 38
ventures) rely mainly on digital technology, but not all digital platforms are collaborative. The report reveals that cooperatives can contribute to growth. It is also noted
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that the challenge is to make the collective model more attractive for young people
who develop innovations through digital technology, which can boost cooperative
economy, while proper financing is a drawback and operates as a disadvantage with
respect to capitalists’ capital. Of the cooperatives, 68% catered for the wider public,
while only 16% developed cooperation projects among its members and 16% aimed
at working with members of other cooperatives. One in three cooperatives (32%)
developed initiatives locally, 20% regionally, 24% nationally and 24% internationally. The number of people targeted is low, since 40% of the ventures targeted at a
maximum of 100 people; as for users, in 30% of the enterprises they were between
100-1000, while in others there were over 1,000, depending on the type of initiative.
Total turnover amounts to 1,000 billion Euros a year (koinsep.org).
When examining capabilities for innovation in a globalised world, it is found that
an international business environment stimulates innovation capacity more than a
regional cluster and that the network of international relations increases the capacity
for innovation. Businesses which successfully deploy global pipelines to knowledge
sources in remote locations often prevent the risk of engagement, which is exclusively linked to local sources of information. Research shows that the expansion of
international cooperation is more advantageous for innovation than regional corporate relations. Research shows that it is the international environment rather than a
regional cluster, that is more beneficial not only for product innovation in general,
but, mainly, for products and services that are new to the market (Martin Gjelsvik,
2014, pp. 16-17).
While comparing the scope of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) and S ocial
Value Initiatives (SVI) between social and commercial enterprises in the United
Kingdom, it was found that both social and commercial businesses focus on adopting CSR practices based on the “Triple Fight” (TBL), as defined in the 1997 Elkington
Framework on Economic, Environmental and Social Sustainability. The d
 ifference is
that, while the Social Value Initiatives of commercial businesses grow as a business
strategy in the later stages of the business, the corresponding initiatives of social
enterprises are incorporated in the business creation phase. The initiative on Social
Value between social businesses aims to maximize community benefits and environmentally friendly products and to minimize exploitation of natural resources,
while on the contrary, many initiatives of commercial companies grow as a strategic
business tool aimed at maximizing resources and profit for the benefit of shareholders (Paul AguIgwe, AfamIcha-Ituma, Nnamdi Madichie, 2018, pp. 37, 46).
During the investigation of regional export factors in Spanish and Polish regions,
it was found that the main factors are local conditions, direct foreign investment,
infrastructure, market conditions, geography, rural settlements and technological
knowledge. Focusing on regional determinants of exports is based on the general
assumption that regions can be treated as small open economies, since they are
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increasingly interested in the participation of enterprises in exports, and export
performance reflects regional competitiveness. Region size positively determines
their exports. The total employment share of agriculture has a negative impact.
On the other hand, processing has a positive effect on regional exports, implying
a significant political consequence, namely, that deindustrialisation could hamper
the regional export base, but the increasing marketability of services could, at least
partially, mitigate this effect. Border regions are characterised by primacy in accessing foreign markets. Additionally, the latitude of the capital city of the area is
important, since, in fact, it reflects higher climatic characteristics. Further southern
latitudes have a negative impact on the extent of the economic settlements shown by
the European NUTS-2 regions. Direct foreign investments positively affect exports
of the regions, together with the size of seaports and airports, with a positive impact
on export potential, not confined to the particular area in which such infrastructure
is situated (Tomasz Brodzicki, Laura Márquez-Ramos, Stanisław Umiński, 2018, pp.
143-144).
Based on the above theoretical framework, the research questions we pose are
the following:
a. Based on their fundamental characteristics (annual turnover, employment, size),
can GSEs correspond to any criteria regarding extroverted Social Enterprises?
b. To what degree are GSEs internationalised?
c. What obstacles to GSEs development are there in their internal and external
environment?
d. What are the effects of internationalization on the sustainability and further
development of GSEs?
e. What is the suitable way for internationalisation, based on GSEs’ characteristics?
f. What are the appropriate policy measures through which GSEs may be encouraged
to internationalise?
3. Social Entrepreneurship in the EU and in Greece
According to Cooperatives Europe, cooperative ventures are a major movement
that, in 2015, numbered almost 180,000 cooperative enterprises in the world, with
more than 140 million cooperative members, providing jobs for more than 4.7 billion workers, while its turnover exceeded 1,000 billion Euros. In Europe alone, the
cooperative movement includes 130,000 businesses in all economic sectors, with
127 million members, meaning that one out of five EU citizens is a member of a
coopera-tive. The cooperative economy employs more than 4 million workers and
accounts for almost 990 billion Euros of annual turnover (koinsep.org).
In countries with economies of innovation intensity, initial social entrepreneurship ranges from 0.5% (Spain, Hong Kong) to 3.9% (Iceland, USA), with an average
of 1.9%. Social entrepreneurship in Greece corresponds to 1.9% of the population,
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exactly equal to the average of the countries based on innovation. With regard to the
gender of social entrepreneurs, men seem to be more active in this type of entrepreneurship, but the gender gap is narrower than that of ordinary early-stage entrepreneurship. From the GEM survey, it appears that younger people are more sensitive
to issues of social concern, so the age group 18-24 is the most active one. The educational level of those involved in social entrepreneurship seems to play an important
role, since it is positively linked to the degree of innovation and, hence, to the possibility of starting such an enterprise. It seems, therefore, that almost one in three
social enterprises thinks that it is introducing a new product into the given market,
while an equal proportion regards the way of production that takes place within
its framework as innovative. At the same time, 48% of social enterprises in Greece
believe that they operate in a niche market and/or targets a specific group of clients.
Regarding the profile of the social entrepreneur in Greece, it is also confirmed that
male entrepreneurship dominates this form of entrepreneurship (67.6% vs. 32.4%
women). Of social entrepreneurs, 54% are graduates of at least post-secondary education (confirming the impact of education on the development of social entrepreneurship), while more than half say they are moving to the top/a higher income
sector. In terms of age, men appear to be active at a younger age (as is the case with
conventional entrepreneurship), with one out of two being 18-34 years old, while
almost 72% of women entrepreneurs are between 25 and 44 years of age. Despite
their numerical prevalence, male social entrepreneurs appear to be less innovative,
since a little more than a third consider that they offer a unique product, way of
production or promotion. On the contrary, two-thirds of women respond positively
to the same questions, making them providers of not only socially/environmentally
sensitive but also innovative products/services. On the education and family income
aspects, it appears that a much higher proportion of men have completed university
studies (52.4% of men vs. 22.4% of women) and are financially better off (53.9% of
men and 35.6% of women, respectively) (Foundation for Economic & Industrial
Research, GEM, 2010, pp. 50-53, 56-59).
According to available statistics, the percentage of employees in the social
economy sector in Greece comes to 2.67% of total employment, far below the a verage
of the EU-15 (7.41%) and the EU-27 countries (6.53%) (CIRIEC 2012). The image of
social entrepreneurship in Greece is unclear due to the lack of systematic long-term
research. The European social economy is very important in terms of both human
and financial terms, including more than 13.6 million paid jobs, equivalent to about
6.3% of the EU-28 working population; employment of more than 19.1 million, over
82.8 million volunteers, equivalent to 5.5 million full-time workers; more than 232
million members of co-operatives, mutual funds and similar entities and more than
2.8 million entities and businesses. The actual situation varies among EU countries.
While employment in the social economy represents 9-10% of the active population
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in countries, such as Belgium, Italy, Luxembourg, France and the Netherlands, in
the new EU Member States, such as Slovenia, Romania, Malta, Lithuania, Croatia,
Cyprus and Slovakia, the social economy remains a small, emerging sector, which
employs less than 2% of the working population. Another conclusion refers to the
development of the labour potential of social economy during the economic crisis.
The workforce of the social economy showed resilience to the economic crisis, and
only fell from 6.5% to 6.3% of total European salaried labour and from 14.1 million
jobs to 13.6 million (European Economic and Social Committee, 2016, pp. 66, 67).
According to data presented in the explanatory report of the Social Economy and
Social Entrepreneurship Bill (2011), social enterprise carriers in Greece are estimated
at 1,500-2,000 volunteer organisations (200-300 are active), 71 female cooperatives
with 1,903 members, 68 cooperative therapeutic units at psychiatric hospitals, 15
Social Cooperatives Ltd on the integration of mental patients into the labour market
and the production of goods and services. In the registry of social enterprises (Ministry of Labour, Social Security and Social Solidarity, 17/1/2017), there are 1,216
social enterprises registered, of which 33 (2.71%) are Social Cooperative Enterprises
of Integration, 17 (1.40%) are Social Cooperatives Ltd., 118 (9.71%) are Social Care
Cooperatives, 1,034 (85.03%) are Social Cooperative Societies of Collective and Productive Purposes and 14 (1.15%) are other social economy entities. In 2015, the total
number of workers in the above-mentioned carriers was 813 of which 224 belonged
to vulnerable groups, while their total turnover reached €6.9 million. (Ministry of
Labour, Social Security and Social Solidarity, Annual Report 2017) (Table 1).
Table 1. Corporate enterprises in Greece

Source: Registry of Social Enterprises, Ministry of Labour, Social Security and Social Solidarity,
2017

Social enterprises in Europe are active in the following fields: Social Services,
employment and training, environment, education, economic-social and community
development, health, housing, business associations, legal-defence & politics and
others (Table 2).
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Table 2. Fields of activity of Social enterprises in Europe

Source: European Commission 2013, Guide for Social Europe, Issue 4, pp. 37, www.selusi.eu

The total turnover of operators in Social Solidarity Economy (S.S.E.) started from
50 thousand Euros in 2012, increased to 463 thousand Euros in 2013, jumped to
6.2 million during 2014 and to 6.9 million Euros in 2015 (Table 3). The majority
of S.S.E. operators do not show significant profits or losses; thus, it can be deduced
that revenues either slightly outweigh costs or there are minor losses. It is worth
noting that while in 2015 the revenues of the agencies reached 6.9 million Euros,
their expenses exceeded revenues by 166 thousand Euros. Considering that the
minimum annual cost per full-time employee is approximately 12 thousand Euros,
we could deduce that a significant proportion of employees at S.S.E. are employed
in informal forms of work, since in 2014 the revenues of the operators were not
sufficient to cover the employees’ salary cost, which reached 8 million Euros. The
same was true in 2015, when revenue also fell behind wage costs (€6.9 million revenue versus €9.7 million estimated wage costs). This trend highlights the early stage
of the S.S.E. ecosystem and the need to improve the sustainability of the bodies of
its operators. Regarding the size of the sector’s turnover, the amounts of borrowed
funds in the years 2014 and 2015 are very small, which reflects the inability of banking institutions to provide the necessary funds to sector players so that they may
make productive investments. What can be concluded from the above is that there
is a significant need to provide financial instruments to S.S.E. operators in order to
fill the gap in the market. Significant amounts seem to have been granted to operators in the Attica region, ranging from 950 thousand Euros in 2014 to 390 thousand
Euros in 2015. Smaller amounts appear to have been granted to operators in the
regions of the North Aegean in 2014, Thessaly in 2015, Central Macedonia in 2014
and the Peloponnese in 2014 and 2015. The regional distribution of active S.S.E.
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agents for 2015 is not uniform. The highest concentration of active S.S.E. operators
is observed in the Attica region, where 45% of all active entities operate, followed
by the region of Central Macedonia with 11%, the region of Thessaly with 9%, and
the region of Eastern Macedonia & Thrace with 8%. Smaller concentrations (6%)
are found in the regions of Crete and the Peloponnese, while the regions of Western
Greece and the South Aegean present a rate of 4%. In the other regions, the presence
of active S.S.E. agents is significantly lower: 2% in Central Greece, the Ionian islands
and Epirus regions, 1% in Western Macedonia and 0% in Northern Aegean region
(Ministry of Labour, Special Secretariat for Social and Solidarity Economy, Annual
Report 2017, pp. 32, 34-35).
Table 3. Sectors, Employees and Turnover of Social Enterprises (2015)

Source: Ministry of Labour, Social Security and Social Solidarity, Special Secretariat for Social
and Solidarity Economy, Annual Report 2017.
*Those who have submitted information to the Registry.

The data in Table 4 show where that average employment in Annual Work Units
(AWU) was 2.74 in 2015 and 3.05 in 2016 per Social Enterprise, while the average
turnover was 24,309.5 Euros in 2015 and 30,185.18 per business.
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It is noted that all Greek social enterprises belong to the category of very small
enterprises and even at the lowest levels of the scale, employing 0-9 employees and
having a turnover of up to 2 million Euros, which defines the category of very small
enterprises.
With respect to our first research question, from the above-mentioned fundamental GSEs’ characteristics, one can deduce that they do not fulfil the criteria of
extroversion, based on the corresponding extroverted European social enterprises.
Table 4. Average Number of Employees, Turnover 2015, 2016

Source: Annual Reports 2017, 2018.
*Those who have submitted information to the Registry.

During the preparation of the 2017 Annual Report, an investigation was carried out
over 1,647 operators, of which 251 responded to the questionnaire (out of which
228 are legal entities and 175 registered in the Registry of the Ministry of Labour
Social Security and Social Solidarity). The following basic research findings were
recorded for Social Solidarity Economy (S.S.E.): 68% of operators were established
during the last five years; of them, 40% in the last three years, which means they
were mainly start-ups. The majority of ventures in the S.S.E. sector are considered
to still be at an early stage, while 74% have a turnover of less than €50,000. Most
players are active in their immediate vicinity, at local and regional level, and only
a few of them, despite being quite important, are nationally and internationally active. Hence, regarding our second research question, it is evident that the degree of
internationalisation of GSEs is extremely low, since their action is mainly confined
to local and regional levels. Of these, 78% are trying to tackle the problem of unemployment, which is, by far, the commonest social objective of S.S.E. organizations;
37% re-invest their earnings in job creation; 55% help the long-term unemployed,
with a large part providing assistance to the elderly, people with learning or physical
disabilities, refugees and asylum seekers. S.S.E. operators are active in a wide range
of sectors of economic activity, including education, food production, social welfare,
tourism and recycling. Of these, 88% are expected to increase their turnovers during
the next 12 months, and a similar proportion is expected to increase the number of
their employees. Over 90% believe that S.S.E. has the potential to expand further
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in the industry and the geographical area they operate in. The biggest obstacle they
face, regarding their sustainability and growth, is access to appropriate financial
instruments (grants, loans). Of these, 35% are run by women, while the level of
participation of women in the workforce within S.S.E. operators is also higher than
that in conventional businesses. A percentage of 41% of those who manage an S.S.E.
carrier holds a postgraduate or doctoral degree (Special Secretariat for Social and
Solidarity Economics, Annual Report 2017, p. 104).
Regarding our third research question, despite the positive impact of social
enterprises on the economy and society in general, significant barriers still hamper
their development. The creation of a social enterprise may prove a rather difficult
task because of the necessary skills needed to manage an enterprise whose social
mission is just as important as its economic activity and because of the additional
difficulty in accessing finance. This is why it is very important to create a supportive
environment for the creation of social enterprises (OECD, 2013). A report by the
European Commission presents the obstacles faced by social enterprises in Europe
(Table 5), as recorded by literature review and research in 350 enterprises; these
are categorised into external obstacles, related to the external environment of social
enterprises, and internal ones.
Table 5. Factors-obstacles to the development of social enterprises

Source: K. Sarri, A. Trichopoulou, 2017, “Entrepreneurship and Social Economy. The Perspectives
of Gender “, published by Tziolas.

Some external factors include incomplete understanding and recognition of the
concept of ‘social enterprise’, lack of regulatory and support policies, difficulties in
accessing financial instruments, lack of business development and support services,
difficulties in accessing markets, absence of mechanisms to measure social impact
and the overall economic environment in times of crisis. Internal barriers to social
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enterprises themselves are lack of sustainable business models, high dependence on
the public sector, lack of entrepreneurial spirit and lack of professional qualifications
and management skills (K. Sarri, A. Trichopoulou, 2017).
Some examples of good practices of Greek social enterprises are presented below.
The Social Cooperative Enterprise ‘Genisea’, which started its action as a
Women’s Association for the purpose of networking, mutual aid, information and
the revival of old customs and cultures. It is active in the cultivation and juicing of
sugar cane and in the production of pezyme [petmez] from the juice. The company
has p
 articipated in exhibitions where the managers located the sugar cane’s potential
for exports from the interest shown by foreign exhibitors (Iran) (Fotiadi Ioanna,
2016, http://www.kathimerini.gr/845043, 09.01.2016).
‘Iliachtida’ (Sunlight) is a social body, a non-profit civil society, created from the
needs of the local community of Mytilene in 1999. Its aim is to put an end to the
exclusion of people with disabilities and vulnerable groups through employment.
People with disabilities who are currently working in ‘Iliachtida’ mainly produces invitations, gifts, cards, handmade jewellery, soap, etc. (http://www.iliaktida-amea.gr).
‘Mygdonia’ is a social non-profit women’s cooperative enterprise of a collective
and productive purpose, aiming at the pursuit of collective gain, contributing to
local economic growth through job creation, education and acceleration of rural
growth, the exploitation of Greek native aromatic and medicinal plants, local indigenous species and the development of complex agro-tourism actions (https://foreiskalo.gr/?q=profile-koinsep/364).
The Social Cooperative Society ‘Recycle-at-the-Source’ is not only an ecological
collective, but also a social cooperative venture that started in the city of Patras in
November 2013. The objective of the Social Cooperative Society is ecological and
social management of all recyclable materials, as well as re-use, in the eastern Patras
region. At the Social Cooperative Business, 170 citizens hold cooperative shares
(https://recycleatsource.gr).
‘Alfios Rodi SA’, a social multi-stakeholder enterprise with 126 shareholders,
cultivates pomegranate trees, marketing and processing their fruit, and develops
its interests focusing on the broader area of the valley of the Alfeios, the Ladon and
the Eurymanthus Rivers. The company cultivates 60,000 pomegranate trees of the
wonderful variety in an area of 2,000 acres, cared for by their owners themselves and
supported with cultivation, development, management and marketing services by
a consultancy firm. Their products are available on supermarket shelves and stores
in Athens, Thessaloniki and the wider region of the Peloponnese, while they are also
exported to Germany, Poland, Romania, Italy and Belgium. It is the first Greek social
enterprise to have a factory in full operation in Europe (http://www.alfeiosrodi.gr/).
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4. Extroversion of Profitable and Social Enterprises
According to ELSTAT (Hellenic Statistical Authority), a total of 12,000 export businesses operate in Greece on a temporary or permanent basis, (2011, 1.57% of total
enterprises). A research study by the Pan-Hellenic Exporters Association (PEA) on
the registration of PEA new members, in combination with entries in exporters’
registries of the Chambers of Commerce of the country, shows that, during the
2010-2012 period, a total of about 2,000 enterprises showed extroverted orientation.
These companies were either set up for the purpose of carrying out export business or acquired their extrovert orientation for the first time in that period, while
during previous years their productive and commercial activities had been limited
to the domestic market. According to the PEA survey, regarding the legal form/
size of export-oriented enterprises in the 2010-2012period, a period of recession
in the Greek economy, 31.6% of the enterprises that gained an export orientation
during the two-year period of 2010- 2011 were SAs, 23.3% were Limited Responsibility (Ltd), 18.3% sole proprietorship firms, 16.6% General Partnerships, 8.3%
Limited Partnerships and a mere 1.6% Agricultural Cooperatives. Taking into account the number of employees and annual turnover figures, the large majority
(3/5) of the new extroverted enterprises are classified as small and medium-sized.
It should be noted that, according to the PEA Exporters’ Registry, among the existing (before 2010) exporting companies, 23% are Large Businesses, 44% Medium
Enterprises and 33% Small and Very Small Business. As for their legal status 43.3%
are SAs and 25.8% private enterprises. Against this background, the trend of expansion of the country’s export base is confirmed, since small and medium-sized
enterprises, which are the overwhelming majority of enterprises in Greece and
largely constitute its productive web, gradually incorporate export activities in their
business strategies as a development option rather than as a coincidence. Directly
linked to the size of the new export enterprises are the findings of the research in
the sectors in which the new e xporters choose to operate: 30% of businesses are
active in the food sector, followed by machine-equipment (10%), transportation or
related materials, printing-packaging products. The construction materials sector is
represented by 5%, as is the clothing & footwear industry. The same percentage is
also accounted for by the export-agent-brokerage consultants (5%), confirming the
growth trend of supportive carriers of exports of services and products in the Greek
market. Lowest in ranking are the sectors of plastics (3.3%), computer software
(3.3%), cosmetics (3.3%), chemical fertilisers (3.3%) and jewellery (3.3%). At lower
figures, r epresenting the ‘alternative’ options, appear activities like household items,
craft-vehicles, folk art, etc. This c ategory comes to 12% of the total, constituting, in
absolute terms, the second largest segment of the analysis and confirming that the
“Extroversion intent” is expanding into a wider range of economic activity sectors.
Regarding the head offices and geographical distribution of new export enterprises,
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they are overwhelmingly dominant in the Attica region, which accounts for 75%
of sample companies. Annually, over 52% of total Greek exports are made by companies based in Attica, according to a recent survey by the PEA. Attica is followed
by Macedonia, Central Greece and the Peloponnese, all three with a percentage of
5%, followed by Thessaly (3.3%), Western Greece (3.3%) and Crete (1.6%). (PanHellenic Exporters’ Association, Export and Research Centre No 65, 2013).
The total number of Greek companies engaged in imports, exports or both
types of transactions in the year 2015 came to 37,455; import companies alone
were 19,723 (52.66%), export companies alone 5,865 (15.66%) and 11,867 (31.68%)
enterprises were engaged in both types of transactions. Regarding the value of
exports, of 25,279.8 million Euros, 68.6% (17,336.9 million) of the total value of
exports was made by enterprises in the manufacturing, electricity, gas, steam and
air conditioning, water supply, wastewater treatment, waste and remediation and
mining and quarrying activities; this accounted for 33.1% (5,865 enterprises) of the
total number of enterprises. Another 7.7% (1,955.3 million Euros) of the total value
of exports was achieved by enterprises in the sectors of agriculture, forestry and fisheries and other services (excluding wholesale and retail trade; etc.), a percentage of
17.9% (3,179 enterprises) of the total number of enterprises. Finally, 23.7% (5,987.6
million Euros) of the total value of exports were achieved by wholesale and retail
companies, repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles, which account for 49.0%
(8,688 enterprises) of the total number of enterprises. The analysis of export figures
by business, ranked by employment and by sector of economic activity shows that
small enterprises, with fewer than 50 employees, which account for 85.6% of the t otal
number of export enterprises, made 28.0% of the total value of exports, i.e. 7,096
million Euros. Medium-sized enterprises, with 50 to 249 employees, accounting for
6.2% of the total number of export businesses, made 21.7% of the total value of
exports (5,479.6 million Euros), and large enterprises, with over 250 employees,
accounting for 1.5% of the total number of export enterprises, made 50% of the total
value of exports, which was 12,640.7 million Euros (ELSTAT, 2017).
A study by the Pan-Hellenic Exporters’ Association investigating the impact of
Greek companies’ investment activity on Greek exports, notes that an increase in
foreign investment leads to increased trade between the investing country and the
host country. The increase in the size of many Greek companies, making large leaps
since the early 1990s, has been largely linked to the establishment of productive and
commercial activities abroad. Increasing the scale of businesses is not only a quantitative issue, but also a qualitative one. Small or very small, as a rule, Greek firms are,
thus, gaining competitive sizes that enable them to face international competition
more efficiently and participate in more complicated export trade processes more
successfully. Research has shown that there is clear correlation between increase in
enterprise size and expansion of export activities abroad. With regard to the size and
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impact of the investment activity, it is noted that relative to the initial value of the
investment, the subsequent value of the investment is higher or much higher, as the
initial venture created by the investment expands and grows (Pan-Hellenic Exporters’ Association, Export and Research Centre, 2009).
An IOBE [Foundation for Economic & Industrial Research] study (2007) showed
that the most important multi-national motivation initiatives recorded in a hierarchical order are: exploiting new markets, maintaining a competitive position in the
international market, customer service, horizontal integration and meeting consumer needs in host countries, exploitation of economies of scale, changes in demand
conditions, reorganization of productive activities, lower costs in host countries and
maintenance of a competitive position in the domestic market. With investment
abroad, domestic multinationals have strengthened their competitiveness, resulting
in a dynamic increase in sales, growth in jobs and maintenance of a sound financial
position (IOBE, 2007).
In a survey on export enterprises of the Region of Central Macedonia (Magoulios
G., Domoktsi E., Trichopoulou A., 2016) and the strategy adopted by companies to
tackle the crisis, about half of the respondents said that their strategy was defensive,
reducing staff and production, while more than half said they followed an aggressive
policy by exploring new markets and seeking new customers through introducing
new technologies and promoting new products. The major barriers faced by export
businesses were legislation and bureaucracy, lack of support from government agencies and difficulty in bank financing.
With respect to our fourth research question, as seen from the literature, through
internationalisation, improvement of quantitative (turnover, capital, jobs, etc.) and
their qualitative characteristics (competitiveness, efficiency, innovation, etc.) is
achieved. Relevant data for the years 2008-2011 show that, during the economic
crisis, cooperatives were able to reduce closures and job losses to a greater extent
than average corporations. In addition, social cooperatives offered accessible and
affordable services to particularly vulnerable citizens, sometimes in the most remote areas. Co-existence with speculative companies contributes towards overall
improving, as it offers more choices to consumers, helps to prevent monopolies,
reduces retail prices, provides opportunities for skills development and innovation,
and limits asymmetric information (European Commission, 2013, pp. 29, 49).
A research survey carried out in the 28 Member States of the European Union
and in six non-EU countries (2015), involving some 14,513 small and mediumsized enterprises and focusing on their internationalisation, showed the following
(among other) findings. At least three out of ten businesses in the EU had either
imported from or exported to another EU country in the last three years. More than
one third of SMEs (36%) imported from another country within the EU, while 30%
exported to another EU country. At least one in ten (14%) used (or worked as) a
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s ubcontractor for a company (11%). A few cooperated with a partner based abroad
for research and development (6%) or invested in a company in another EU c ountry
(2%). However, the commonest answer was that they had not done any of these
activities within the internal market in the last three years (49%). In 15 Member
States, the absolute majority of SMEs say they had been importing from another EU
country in the last three years. This is particularly true for Cyprus (79%), Austria
(75%) and Croatia (72%). On the contrary, only 5% of SMEs in Bulgaria, 15% in
Italy and 19% in the UK have imported from another EU country. In just five EU
Member States, the absolute majority of SMEs say they had exported to another
country in the EU over the last three years: Latvia (67%), Austria (61%), Lithuania
(56%), Slovenia (52%) and the Czech Republic (51%). Conversely, SMEs in Bulgaria
had a very poor result (7%). The commonest export destination was the European
Union (81%), followed by the Middle East and North Africa (15%), Eastern Europe,
the Caucasus region, the Balkans (14%) and the US (13%).
The same survey involved 500 companies from Greece. When looking at their
internationalisation methods over the last three years, as compared to the EU28, it was shown that Greek companies had higher rates of imports from another
country within the EU, exports to another country within the EU, imports from
another country outside the EU, exports to a country outside the EU, cooperation
for research and development with a partner abroad, but lower percentages than
those of the EE-28 in using subcontractors abroad, working as a subcontractor for a
foreign company or none of the above (Table 6).
Table 6. Internationalisation of Small and Medium Enterprises, Greece, EU (28)

Source: European Commission, Flash Eurobarometer 2015.

As to the problems faced by businesses which do not export, Greek firms r eported
serious problems of greater intensity than those of the EU-28, more complex
administrative procedures (52%), higher delivery costs (49%), locating business
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partners abroad (45%), financial investments (56%), resolution of cross-border
complaints and disputes (41%) and (of less intensity) cost or complication of dealing
with foreign taxation, lack of qualified staff and ignorance of the rules (Table 7).
Table 7. Problems for Internationalisation of Non-Exporting Small and MediumEnterprises, Greece, EU (28)

Source: European Commission, Flash Eurobarometer 2015.

When analysing company characteristics, the following differences emerge: The
larger the SMEs, the more likely it was to engage in business activities within the
internal market over the last three years, and this was particularly true for imports,
exports or subcontracting. Manufacturers and retailers were more likely to have
imported from another EU country than those in the service sector or industry
(53% and 52% vs. 20% and 21%). Construction companies were also more likely to
export to another EU country (55% vs. 11% - 39%). Companies created before 2008
were more likely than those established between 2008 and 2014 to have imported
from (38% vs. 30%) or to have exported to (32% vs. 23%) another EU country.
With respect to policies that could help SMEs internationalise, Greek companies
reported more widely than those of the EU-28, ranking policies such as grants,
subsidies and loans, tax incentives, support for finding effective partners and networking, opportunities to participate in international trade fairs, information on
market opportunities higher, and information on rules and regulations and advice
or training lower (Table 8) (European Commission, 2015, pp. 5, 6, 9, 14, 19).
In a survey of quantitative analysis of national and transnational strategies for
the escalation (expansion) of social enterprises, 358 social enterprises were analysed
in Germany, the United Kingdom, France, Spain, Poland and Sweden in terms of
the nature and extent of escalated social impact of European social enterprises
within and outside their national borders. When comparing national and transnational barriers, the following generalised differences were identified: Cultural and
legal barriers were significantly more pronounced on a transnational scale than on a
national scale. Geographic distances had a greater impact on the transnational than
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Table 8. Policies for the Internationalisation of Small and Medium Enterprises

Source: European Commission, Flash Eurobarometer 2015.

the national scale. In addition, social enterprises that had scaled up internationally
more often reported significant lack of financial resources. However, transnational
scaling can be very attractive. For example, economies of scale can be achieved by
purchasing, using machines or training workers, thus reducing costs by product or
service. Along the transnational scale-up, social entrepreneurs are sometimes introduced into interesting processes, structures or customer preferences in the target
country, which could also apply to their homeland, thereby creating useful complementary capabilities. In addition, transnational scaling can be useful for collaboration with multinational commercial enterprises or international NGOs that may
wish to have parallel co-operation in several countries. When asked about the way
in which European social enterprises had expanded beyond the borders in the last
three years, 71% of these companies reported that they had only escalated in their
own country in 2013 and only 29% had expanded their activities to other countries.
In addition, transnational scaling has increased from 2011 to 2013 for the s ocial enterprises examined, while national scaling tended to decline. For 2011, only 24% reported transnational scaling, and by 2013 this had reached 29%. An explanation for
this trend is that social entrepreneurs, learning from their experiences with their own
processes and structures, had gained confidence in their business model. In o
 ther
words, their social enterprises had matured. Another reason is that the m
 arkets in
their countries were saturated. In addition, funding for the purpose, available only at
European level, can be considered to give social entrepreneurs a clear incentive to be
extended to other countries. The United Kingdom, as a country where social enterprises (already ranked above 55%) are highly developed, showed the highest transnational scale: 22% of the social enterprises surveyed in the United Kingdom reported that they had escalated into other countries. German social e nterprises come, at a
distance, to the second highest rank of 12%. The clearly higher level of transnational
scaling activity in the UK could also be explained by the high level of competition
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in the domestic market. In some cases, social businesses may find it easier or more
appropriate to expand their activities to countries where they can achieve greater
social impact at the same cost than to compete within their domestic market. Of the
social entrepreneurs surveyed, 45% said they had gone international exclusively in
Europe, while 36% said they had escalated only outside Europe. Almost half of the
social enterprises (43%) had escalated into countries where the same language was
spoken, 28% of social enterprises had escalated into countries where they spoke the
same language and other languages, and 29% were active only in countries where
they spoke a language different from their own (Table 9). Thus, language, as a critical
means of communication, was considered very important for choosing the target
country. More than half of all social enterprises surveyed reported that during the
last three financial years they had made significant progress in alleviating the social,
environmental and/or social problems that were the subject of their action.
Table 9. National and International Scale Data for Social Enterprises (2013)
Source: Gerald Labitzke, Scaling Social Impact in Europe, 2015

In conclusion, social partners intending to cross borders should meet the following
criteria (Table 10): The underlying business model must be strong and financially
viable in order to fulfil its social mission in the long term. They should have already
achieved the necessary escalation at national level so they can rely on previous
experience when working with different target groups and in different e nvironments.
Consequently, transnational scaling should take place at a later stage in the ‘life
cycle’ of a social enterprise, when entrepreneurs have gained sufficient experience
and confidence in their operational model. Most social enterprises tend to scale
into geographically close and culturally similar countries (Gerald Labitzke, Scaling
Social Impact in Europe, 2015, p. 60).
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Table 10. Extremist Social Business Criteria

Source: Gerald Labitzke, Scaling Social Impact in Europe, 2015.

In Greece, social enterprises have a very low degree of internationalisation. They
mainly address local and regional levels and very few national or international
levels. An explanation for this is their very small size (generally speaking, microenterprises) and the resulting limited size of available funds, little experience and
lack of know-how, low consolidation in the domestic market, etc. This is why there
are no quantitative data available for international activities. Based on these f eatures,
social enterprises in Greece fail to respond to criteria of extroverted Social Enterprises and, in particular, those related to the strong and economically viable business
model, to the achievement of escalation at national level and to sufficient experience
and confidence gained by entrepreneurs in their operational model.
The internationalisation of Greek Social Enterprises will be promoted to the
extent that existing barriers are lifted, both in the external environment, such as
inadequate regulatory framework and support policies, difficulties in accessing
financial resources, lack of business development and support services, problems
of access to markets and the wider economic environment in times of crisis, as well
as in the internal environment where there are barriers affecting social enterprises
themselves, such as the lack of sustainable business models, high dependence on
the public sector, lack of entrepreneurship and lack of professional qualifications
and management skills. Action is required in order to enhance extroversion: tackle
problems faced by Greek export businesses, such as complex administrative procedures or delivery costs, locate business partners abroad, support financial investments, resolve cross-border complaints and disputes, combat the lack of security of
payments, help qualify staff, inform about rules, etc.
In regard to our fifth research question on the method of internationalisation,
when taking into account the fundamental characteristics of Greek Social Enterprises and the lack of relevant experience, it seems that the model of networked busi-
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nesses is appropriate, i.e. interconnecting with other similar companies with similar
activities, utilising these networks as a vehicle for internationalisation. An alternative way of low cost and risk would be internationalisation through exports and,
in particular, indirect exports, through cooperation with specialised companies or
local representatives of foreign buyers.
Finally, with respect to our sixth research question, support and encouragement
measures and policies that can help social enterprises internationalise are grants,
subsidies and loans, tax incentives, support for business partners and n
 etworking,
opportunities to participate in international trade fairs, information on market
opportunities, rules and regulations, counselling and training. Based on international experience, the role of the Country’s regions is important, since they can
be seen as small open economies with a special interest for business involvement
in exports, since exporting performance reflects regional competitiveness. In this
direction, in addition to other measures to support social enterprises, facilitating
their regional networking and creating small, flexible, specialised demonstration
structures in every region of the country, with the cooperation of further education
institutions, would be very helpful.
The incentives and effects of internationalisation on sustainability, consolidation
and further development of Greek social enterprises are: exploiting new markets,
maintaining a competitive position in the international and domestic markets, customer service, horizontal integration and meeting consumer needs in host countries, exploitation of scale economies, changes in demand conditions, reorganisation
of productive activities, exploitation of lower costs in host countries, strengthening competitiveness, increasing sales, growth of jobs and the size of enterprises and
maintenance of a sound financial position. The international business environment
will stimulate innovation ability, since the scale of international relations increases
the capacity for innovation. Furthermore, social enterprises operating at an international level should use innovative organisational structures and business models.
As seen in relevant literature, through internationalisation, improvement of
quantitative (labour, capital, jobs, etc.) and qualitative characteristics (competitiveness, efficiency, innovation, etc.) is achieved. In particular, increase in the size of enterprises through internationalisation is not only a quantitative but also a q
 ualitative
matter. Micro Greek Social Enterprises can acquire competitive sizes and, henceforth, become able to cope with international competition more effectively and
engage in complex processes of internationalisation more successfully.
5. Conclusions
Social enterprises, whether in the world or in the EU or in Greece, significantly
contribute towards addressing today’s social and economic challenges (OECD,
European Commission, 2013; Manoj Joshi, S. P Tiwari, Vindhyalaya Joshi P.). Their
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contribution can be increased by policies that promote sustainability, growth and
efficiency. In this direction, appropriate institutional conditions provide an efficient
function for social enterprises. Social entrepreneurship can help compensate for
the state’s shortcomings in addressing social problems, but government action can
provide significant institutional support for the development of social entrepreneurship (Ewald Kiblera, Virva Salmivaarab, Pekka Stenholmc, Siri Terjesend, 2018).
In Greece, social enterprises have a very low degree of internationalisation. Based
on their fundamental characteristics (turnover, employment, size), they are unable
to meet the criteria of outward-looking social enterprises (European Economic and
Social Committee, 2016, Ministry of Labour (Greek), Annual Report 2017, 2018).
The internationalisation of Greek Social Enterprises can be promoted as long as
obstacles to their development are removed from both their external environment
and their internal environment (Sarris K., Trichopoulou A., 2017).
Regarding the method of internationalisation, taking into account the
fundamental characteristics of Greek Social Enterprises and the lack of relevant
experience, it seems that the model of networked enterprises is suitable or, alternatively, the model of low cost and risk of internationalisation through indirect
exports through cooperation with specialised export management companies or
local dealers in foreign markets (Kristian Behrens, Jacques-Francois Thisse, 2006,
Hisrich, R. & Peters, M., 2002). As indicated by international experience, international companies operating on an international level use innovative organisational
structures and business models, follow collaborative strategies and are associated with different sources of capital around the world (Shaker A. Zahra, Hans N.
Rawhouser, aa., 2008). The business model must be strong and economically viable; internationalisation should take place at a later stage in the social enterprise’s
‘life cycle’, when entrepreneurs have gained sufficient experience at national level
and social enterprises tend to expand to geographically close and culturally similar
countries (Scaling Social Impact in Europe, 2015). In addition, the social capital of
an enterprise may allow changes in the internationalisation function, despite limited
experience, since accumulation of market knowledge is an important determinant
of internationalization (Sylvie Chetty and Henrik Agndal, 2007).
Significant incentives for multinational activation are: exploiting new markets,
maintaining a competitive position in the international market, customer service,
increasing sales and jobs, horizontal integration and meeting consumer needs in
host countries, exploiting economies of scale, changes in demand conditions, reorganisation of productive activities, lower cost in host countries and the maintenance
of a competitive position in the domestic market (IOBE, 2007).
Through internationalisation, there will be positive effects on the s ustainability
and further development of Greek Social Enterprises, especially in terms of
exploiting new markets, strengthening a competitive position in the domestic
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and international markets, exploiting economies of scale, reorganising productive
activities, stimulating increase in their sales, increase in the number of jobs and size
of businesses and securing a healthy economy. In addition, the international business environment stimulates innovation capacity more than a regional cluster and
the scale of international relations increases innovation capacity (Martin Gjelsvik,
2014).
Policy measures (European Commission, 2015) that can support and encourage
social enterprises to internationalise are grants, subsidies and loans, tax incentives,
support for business partners and networking, opportunities to participate in
international trade fairs, information on market opportunities, rules and regulations, counselling and training, and a friendly, supportive institutional environment (Ewald Kiblera, Virva Salmivaarab, aa., 2018). On the basis of international
experience, the main factors of regional exports are local conditions, foreign direct
investment, infrastructure, market conditions, geography, rural settlements and
technological knowledge (Tomasz Brodzicki, Laura Márquez-Ramos, Stanisław
Umiński, 2018). This is why the role of the country’s regions is important, alongside other support measures for social enterprises, in facilitating their networking
at the regional level and creating small, flexible, specialised Internationalisation
structures in each region of the country, with the cooperation of Further Education
Institutions.
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1. Introduction
The objective of this study is to examine Eurozone cross-country economic i nequality
dynamics. This is achieved by employing a model founded on the c onceptual framework of Unequal Exchange (Emmanuel, 1972) and common features of works within
the Classical/Marxian tradition. In their previous work (Rubinić and T
 ajnikar, 2019),
the authors of this paper, developed a theoretical model and displayed empirical
findings for the claim that inequality is an inevitable consequence inherent to
Eurozone structural arrangements. That having been said, it must be stated that the
theoretical groundwork of this study is founded on the synthesis of the Marxist and
the heterodox traditions, based on which the authors developed their model. The
authors concluded that the Eurozone’s persistent inequality stems from international
trade, initiated by reinforcing tendencies a rising from a country’s distinct starting
points1 and their ability to capitalise on their competitive advantages. Given that
the period for which the conclusions are drawn consists of various cyclical phases,
within the present research, the authors have redeveloped the model by a ccounting
for cyclical fluctuations.
This research originates from the hypothesis that Eurozone cross-country
inequality is quantitatively and qualitatively (according to the sources) influenced
by the cycle, i.e., there is a relationship between cyclical phases and accompanying
inequality trends.
The significance of the cycle is analysed by raising two research questions: the
first one examines the extent of the cyclical influence, while the second investigates
the ways in which the fluctuation occurred. The aim is to determine the cyclically
influential patterns that would enable trend-cycle decomposition and clustering of
Eurozone countries according to similarities in the trends exhibited. The matter is
subsequently addressed from two aspects: the economic categories through which
the influence of cyclical fluctuation on inequality can be observed and the manner
in which inequality movements caused by cyclical variation were exhibited.
The questions raised become crucial with the acknowledgement that rising
cross-country inequality accounts for the majority of overall inequality (Milanović,
2016). This is paramount for the Eurozone, the countries of which are, through
single monetary policy and fiscal constraints, effectively deprived of their ability to proactively manage economic affairs (Lapavitsas et al., 2012; Stiglitz, 2016).
Cyclical influence on the Eurozone has a diverse effect, most apparent when the
countries are hit by asymmetric shocks. In the absence of adequate structural arrangements, individual countries are forced to find recourse to internal devaluation

1. This finding is consistent with the circular and cumulative causation principle (Mydral, 1957;
Kaldor, 1970).
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process, which disproportionately affects the periphery of the Eurozone and fosters
inequality within it. Thus, the inequality-driven distinct gains/losses enjoyed/suffered by the countries result in the contradictory, asymmetrical capitalisation of
membership integration that opposes the goals of an effective single market. The
lack of supranational p
 olicies that would harmonise economic activity prevents
downturns and asymmetric shocks and restores prosperity, interferes with the
Eurozone’s ability to provide orderly provisioning for all its members. This creates
an environment in which the sources of integrational wellbeing are transmuted,
by interaction, into generators of cross-country inequality. On these grounds, the
study’s t heoretical insights will re-question the “One Size Fits All”2 and the “Single
Speed Europe” guidelines, the implementation of which is detrimental to the European project, since they combine countries’ absolute/comparative advantages and
existing cross-country inequalities. Further approval of such a stance is indirectly
recognised by the European Commission (2017) in the “White Paper on the Future
of Europe” and within the argument that “policies enhancing competition and free
trade may serve not to eliminate inequality, but to perpetuate it” (Seretis and Tsaliki,
2012: 976).
The remainder of the research is structured as follows: Section two presents the
literature overview; section three displays the theoretical model, while the section
four discusses methodological aspects, empirical restrictions, and data sources.
The fifth section identifies the economic cycle and presents its impact on Eurozone
inequality dynamics. Finally, the sixth section concludes that Eurozone countries do
not share cycles, which is equivalent to saying that cyclical fluctuations are crosscountry inequality catalysts.
2. Literature Overview
The axis of this research evolves around the premise that capitalist development,
led by commodity exchange laws, is unequal. It brings about, in opposition to the
orthodox theory of international trade (Ohlin, 1993; Barro, 1997), inherent i nequality
and widens the gap between the centre and the periphery. The grounds for contradicting the mainstream theory are derived from the notion that unobstructed trade
does not consistently return positive effects for all parties, meaning that there is a
lack of expected cross-country convergence. This favours countries with an absolute
advantage (Weeks, 2001; Shaikh, 2007), intensifies existing inequalities, and serves
as the enduring force driving a wedge between the rich and the poor. Equally, u
 neven
distribution of economic gains among trading partners results in the countries’
division between a strong core and a dependent periphery. Building on the work of
Veneziani and Yoshihara (2017), this un-equivalent benefit d
 istribution is captured
by the fundamental axiom called “labour force exploitation”, the distinct levels of
which, among trading countries, are the root cause of unequal labour exchange.
2. Wortmann and Stahl (2016) asserted that “One Size Fits Some” causing the single monetary
policy to exacerbate cross-country inequality.
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The concept of unequal exchange was introduced by Emmanuel (1972: 265),
who considered it as an elementary value transferring mechanism that enables
advanced countries to grow at the expense of less advanced ones3. Here, it must be
noted that “the richer country exploits the poorer one, even where the latter gains by
the exchange” (Marx, 1971: 106). When countries with distinct labour exploitation
trade, with an underlying unequal exchange, the outcome entails that “the surplus
value produced in both regions [countries] is first thrown on a pile and then divided
between the capitalists according to the amount of their capital. The capitalists of the
more highly developed region [country] thus not only exploit their own workers, but
also always appropriate a part of the surplus value that has been produced in the less
developed region [country]” Bauer (2000: 200).
This phenomenon is particularly intriguing with regards to the cycle, seen as a
manifestation of the discrepancy between the capacity to produce and the capacity
to consume (Amin, 1976: 92). According to Amin (1974: 609), unequal exchange
theory was conceived by Prebisch, who considered the cycle as a typical form of
capitalist growth4. Prebisch asserted that unequal exchange foundations are built
on wage and profit differentials (Prebisch, 1950; Floto, 1989) and that income disparity between the core and periphery is created during such cyclical movement
(ECLAC, 1951: 57). This reasoning suggested that, during the upswing, prices in
the periphery rose more sharply than those in the core due to sectoral composition differences. Contrarily, during the downswing, peripheral prices experienced a
steeper decline relative to those of the core. This was driven by declining demand in
the core, inelasticity of demand for peripheral primary products (Singer, 1950), the
perishable nature of primary goods as opposed to the core’s manufacturing goods,
higher rigidity of wages in the core, and monopolistic prices resulting in the core
(Love, 1980: 59). Given that the core is well adapted to maintaining the values of
its products at the desirable level, via trade, the downward price pressure moves
towards the periphery. Hence, peripheral wages and profits are reduced resulting
in exacerbating the terms of trade and purchasing power. This enables the core to
derive a section of its wealth from the periphery via value transfer initiated by the
unequal exchange.
Although Prebisch differentiated between the core and the periphery based on
sectoral grounds, his foundation is related to the usage of distinct technology correlated with excess capital. Such rationale is remarkably consistent with the findings
of this paper. The dire consequences of the dynamics mentioned enhance capital
accumulation by the core and provide the foundations for the re-commencement
of this vicious cycle, permanently holding the periphery as a hostage of concealed
unequal exchange forces.
3. For a detailed overview of the matter, see Brolin (2007), Lichtenstein (2016), and Cope (2019).
4. This belief is expressed in Prebisch’s letter to Gudin in 1948. See Toye and Toye, 2003: 444.
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Harvey (2006: 442) stresses that “processes described allow the geographical production of the surplus value to diverge from its geographical distribution, in much the
same way that production and social distribution separate”. He concludes “that the
basis for crisis formation is broadened and deepened by the processes described”. His
argument, combined with that of Prebisch, makes cyclical influence both the mode
of capitalist growth and the origin of its crisis. The emerging spiral, thus, p
 erpetuates
inequalities and raises the need for revision of the flawed structural design that
favours affluent members at the expense of the entire integration.
Hitherto, the empirical analysis was performed mainly concerning input-output
data. Several works of relevant literature are noteworthy: Baiman (2014) classified
Germany as a prosperous unequal exchange economy. Seretis and Tsaliki (2016)
concluded that persisting productivity differences give rise to an uneven playing
field where absolute advantages enhance the competitive position of superior countries. Consequently, unequal exchange caused value transfer from Greece and Spain
to the Netherlands and Finland. Tsaliki, Paraskevopoulou, and Tsoulfidis (2017)
showed that, mostly due to higher capital intensity, asymmetric trade resulted in
value transfer from Greece to Germany. Ricci’s (2019) findings, consistent with this
paper, concluded that the northern Eurozone and northern Europe have an influx of
value transfer, as opposed to eastern Europe and (to an extent) the southern Eurozone. Lastly, Serrano, Molero-Simmaro, and Buendía (2016) investigated the crisis
impact on European inequality and found that the distinct patterns generated by
the recession affected Greece, Italy, Portugal, and Spain more severely than core
countries.
By acknowledging the work performed, one can conclude that the cyclical
influence on cross-country inequality via unequal exchange remains both relevant
and under-researched. Consequently, the aim of this paper is to rectify the former
and bring back to focus the topic that, in this age of globalization, deserves special
consideration.
3. The Theoretical Model of Cross-Country Inequality
The study of the cyclical influence on inequality dynamics rests on the model
founded on the Marxian intellectual landscape, modified through the novel use of
linear economic models. The model, formally introduced by Rubinić and Tajnikar
(2019), links Marx (1990) with the work of van Schaik (1976), Morishima (1973),
and Newman (1962). The point of departure is the economy’s material base, or what
Marx (1990: 133) refers to as “physical bodies of commodities”. This physical system
is used to explain the genesis of physical surplus, defined as the net output of productive economy. Employing the physical system enables the authors to bypass the
well-known deficiency related to Marxian economics, namely, the problem of transformation. This way, the physical surplus can be expressed through the price system
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by multiplying the elements of physical surplus with prices. This yields the n
 ational
income. Additionally, given it is a product of the labour invested, this physical
surplus can be expressed through the value system, as the quantity of consumed
labour. Such a formulation of physical surplus brings about the c ategory of new
value created (hereafter, ). This introduction of value enables the investigation of
the unequal labour exchange through distributional trade inequalities and sets the
groundwork “…for claim that systemic inequality lies beneath a pparently free market
relations” (Dunn, 2017: 353). Consequently, the innovated m
 odel operates w
 ithin the
environment comprised of three coexisting systems, where the underlying physical
system is mirrored in the price and value systems. Such a framework enables the
investigation of exploitation phenomena and allows for the c omparison between
a country’s effective labour consumption and social recognition of the labour
consumed within the production process.
Initially, the application of Marx-based exploitation involves the inner-country
study. However, through the adoption of specific assumptions, the Marx-based
scheme can be extended to include the exploitative cross-country relations, where, in
line with Emmanuel (1972) and Roemer (1982), the collections of agents are considered countries. On these grounds, considering the Eurozone, the aggregate national
income5 of all countries analysed is nothing but a price expression of the physical
surplus produced within the Eurozone. Relatedly, since the physical surplus is the
result of the labour consumed, the price expression of the Eurozone’s aggregate national income must, by definition, equate the sum of money reflecting the Eurozone’s
NV (Gibson, 1980: 18). If such aggregate national income were to be d
 istributed via
markets and international trade in proportion to the country’s consumed labour,
then the country’s national income would mirror the country’s NV. For this to hold,
international trade must be conducted in a way that ensures that the labour consumed in all trading countries is recognised, in its entirety, within the individual
national incomes of all parties involved. This necessitates e quality among the countries’ national incomes and the NVs, and entails that Eurozone countries, among
themselves, exchange commodities and values by following the principle of equal
exchange of labour.
The deviation from the outlined pattern comes as a result of the fact that the
Eurozone countries are at advanced stages of the capitalist mode of production,
where national income is distributed according to the means of production and labour invested, between the capitalists and the labourers, and not in accordance to
the NV. Thus, the country-level distribution of the Eurozone’s output must account
for, in addition to the labour consumed, the capital employed. Due to this, the l abour
5. The theoretical category of the national income is quantitatively expressed via the gross domestic
product.
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consumed within certain countries is not fully recognised within their national
incomes, nor within their NVs. Their unrecognised labour content is appropriated
by the remaining trading partners and forms a basis for cross-country inequality,
defined through the discrepancy between the countries’ consumed labour and
recognized labour.
To summarize, the actual national income of a given country may lag or exceed
the country’s NV and, therefore, may not reflect the total quantity of the country’s
labour consumed. According to the model used, this situation can be described
as the outcome of three determinants: distinct utilisation of market disequilibria,
distinct organic composition of capital, and distinct levels of economic efficiency.
3.1 The Influence of Market Disequilibria
The 1986 Single European Act (European Commission, 2012) integrated the Eurozone
countries via a single market, guaranteeing the free movement of goods, capital, services, and labour. Such a strategy seeks to create a territory free from r egulatory obstacles which would purportedly enhance factor allocation and increase efficiency.
The Act’s implementation brings about the creation of the free market for each of
the “four freedoms” and results in two expected tendencies. The first equalizes factor prices via the creation of uniform cross-country profit and wage rates, while the
second establishes long-run equilibrium (production) price as the centre of gravity
(Mariña-Flores, 1998). This entails the equivalence of cross-country factor rewards
and the elimination of the economic incentive for factor re-allocation. Within such
equilibrium, the Eurozone’s aggregate gross domestic product (hereafter, GDP)
would be distributed according to the equilibrium (production) prices of commodities and services sold within individual countries. However, due to the (among
others) monopolies6, imperfect competition, commodity differentiation7, and nonprice competition, economic reality deviates from the theoretical long-run equilibrium. Accordingly, certain members fail to obtain equilibrium p
 rices, while more
successful ones receive above-equilibrium prices for c ommodities and services sold.
Thus, the latter countries obtain above-average profit and/or wage rates, whereas the
former ones obtain below-average profit and/or wage rates.
In this sense, unequal exchange, as the market disequilibria outcome (Ricci,
2019), leads to divergence and becomes the first source of the Eurozone’s crosscountry inequality. The influence of disequilibrium prices on economic performance is quantitatively investigated through the variation between countries’ actual
6. In a monopoly state, unequal exchange comes as a result of cross-country profit rate differentials
(Amin, 1976).
7. For the importance of differentiation, see Nicolas (2011) and consider the implications of Schott
(2004: 647).
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and equilibrium GDPs. The reasoning behind choosing this ratio is straightforward,
given that the actual GDP (most likely) consists of disequilibrium prices, while
the equilibrium (hereafter, GDPpc) consists of equilibrium (production) prices
computed by distributing the Eurozone’s aggregate GDP among countries, according
to the equilibrium profit and wage rates. It suffices to mention that, for the countries
benefiting from market disequilibria, the rationale used can be seen as an extension
of Marx’s monopoly (imperialist) rent (1991: 910), defined as the difference between
the price of production and the market (actual) price (McKeown, 1987:67; Amin,
2011:20).
3.2 The Influence of Capital-Labour Ratios
With the onset of capitalism, cross-country GDP distribution must reflect returns
on capital, without which production cannot be realised. Thus, the countries’ appropriation of the aggregate GDP, in addition to the labour consumed, must account
for the capital employed. Accordingly, even if market prices are aligned with longrun equilibrium, guaranteeing equal factor rewards across countries, because of
country-specific capital-labour mix, the GDP appropriated by an individual country
will not be proportionate to its consumed labour.
Consequently, countries that have less capital, per unit of labour, than the Eurozone average, have a higher NV than the GDPpc and vice versa. A comparably higher
NV within countries with less capital occurs because their commodities embody
more of the labour consumed than what the countries with abundant capital do.
This is what Emmanuel (1972) defines as the unequal exchange in a broad sense,
arising from different capital intensities and transferring values toward the countries with high capital-intensive industries. This is how the process is recognised
by Fine and Saad-Filho (2010: 11): “outputs do not exchange at their values but at
prices of production. These prices of production differ from values, as the composition
of capital is greater or less than the average for the economy as a whole”. Influenced
by the unequal value composition of capital, the latter happens even when rates of
trading countries’ surplus values are equivalent to their average world counterparts
(Tsaliki, Paraskevopoulou, and Tsoulfidis, 2017). Therefore, the countries with an
average capital-labour ratio yield a GDPpc equivalent to the labour consumed relative
to the Eurozone’s total consumed labour. A deviation of the countries’ capital-labour
ratios from the across-the-board-average causes a deviation of the GDPpc from the
NV, and the countries’ consumed labour, accordingly. This is brought about as a
straightforward consequence of the structural arrangements of the capitalist mode
of production, in which the division of economic output rests on class antagonism.
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3.3 The Influence of Economic Efficiency
Previous categories are based on actual levels of the production factors employed,
even though labour productivity and capital efficiency may vary across countries.
To capture the distinct efficiency’s impact, measured as the cumulative influence of
labour productivity and capital efficiency, the authors employ the category of efficient
equilibrium GDP (hereafter, GDPu). For the calculation of the GDPu, the authors use
the average consumption of labour per unit of GDP and the average consumption
of capital per unit of GDP for the entire Eurozone. Employment of average values
allows for the computation of a country’s GDPu received by considering actual wage
and profit rates and average consumption of labour and capital per unit of GDP.
Crucially, GDPu omits cross-country differences in market prices, whereas, through
the implementation of efficiency influence, the authors eliminate the influence of
capital-labour ratios. Finally, the countries’ positions with respect to economic
efficiency are measured through the GDPpc to GDPu ratio.
The above-stated determinants are the drivers of trade inequalities and generators of the Eurozone’s unequal labour exchange. On these grounds, the Eurozone’s
value transfers occur due to cross-country exchange of commodities with vastly different amounts of embodied labour. The resulting unequal labour exchange becomes apparent as the discrepancy between the country’s actual GDP and the NV,
and is, subsequently, reflected in cross-country divergence of production factors’
remuneration and labour force exploitation.
3.4 Formation of Wage and Profit Rates
Equilibrium prices are calculated using equilibrium wage and profit rates. A given country experiences above equilibrium wage rates if their commodities and
services reach prices exceeding the equilibrium. For such a country, the actual GDP
must surpass the GDPpc, as this positive difference is a source for financing such
equilibrium wage rates. The same motion holds for above-equilibrium profit rates.
Conversely, if the country’s difference is negative, because of below-equilibrium
prices, the country cannot obtain equilibrium rates. Accordingly, this dynamic in a
cross-country setting is externalised through lower wage rates, lower profit rates, or,
in the worst-case scenario, both.
The extent to which the countries’ failure to reach equilibrium prices is
manifested in the wage and profit rates depends entirely upon the inner-country
economic circumstances. In this respect, the authors argue that special weight must
be assigned to national labour force markets. Relatedly, the countries realising
equilibrium factor prices concurrently with a lower organic composition of capital
may suffer a lower actual GDP (sum of capital and labour income). This may be the
case even if the countries in question have above-average profit rates if the lower
actual GDP is a consequence of the comparably lower cross-country capital stock.
Additionally, these countries can also realise a comparably lower GDP per employee.
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Lastly, all interactions stated above can be directly measured by implementing the
labour force exploitation rate. In this manner, the model applied can connect l abour
force exploitation with unequal labour exchange and cross-country inequality.
3.5 Labour Force Exploitation
If the aggregate Eurozone’s GDP is distributed by acknowledging the labour used, the
individual countries’ GDPs would be proportional to the labour consumed within
production. The latter represents the price expression of the consumed labour that
yields the monetary expression of the NV (Marx, 1990). On this basis, given that all
categories are expressed in price terms, the NV can be compared to the total labour
income. The labour income share of the NV is a source of two indicators. First, it
points to how much of the country’s consumed labour is being used for generating
labour incomes. Second, it is an indicator of how much of the country’s used labour
is appropriated by capital in the form of profit. According to Morishima (1973: 51),
the ratio between the labour time used for the production of profit incomes and the
labour time used for the production of labour incomes points out the labour force
exploitation rate (e). Formally,
		
		

		

(1)

By incorporating this reasoning in the present study, the exploitation rate is
calculated as
(2)
Where W denotes total labour income comprised of wage income and the entire
public sector. The higher the e, the more of the workers’ labour time is spent on
production of profits, which are being appropriated by capital due to ownership of
the means of production.
4. Methodological Issues, Model’s Restrictions, and Data Sources
The useful property of the Eurozone’s unequal labour exchange theoretical model is
that it can be straightforwardly quantified. It is worth mentioning that the foundation of the abovementioned model is Marx-based cross-sectoral analysis. However,
given that the Eurozone is comprised of countries integrated via a common currency
and a single market, it represents an ideal institutional design that allows for the
assumption that the national and the international markets operate in a similar
manner. Conditioned upon unrestricted factor mobility, a single monetary system, the development of the credit system, and the shared institutional setting, the
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i nquiry into the Eurozone’s international transfer mechanism can be adequately carried out. Moreover, the approval of such a stance is found in Marx (1991: 442) who
writes: “...whatever is true of foreign trade holds also for commerce within a c ountry”.
Hence, the empirical study rests on the assumption that inequality is generated
within the Eurozone, whose countries are, in line with Seretis and Tsaliki (2016:
445), treated as if they represent the total international market8. On this basis, the
research sample size includes Eurozone countries apart from Luxembourg (omitted
due to data limitations) and covers the period between 2003-2014.
The groundwork of this study is the functional income distribution that results
from the formation of factors, which are, in accordance with the Marxian theory,
considered homogeneous, competitive, and mobile. The labour force is expressed
as the total number of the employed aged 20 to 64 (Eurostat, 2018a), thus i mplicitly
assuming all labour participates in the value creation process. The capital is e stimated
using the standard perpetual-inventory method (Berlemann and Wesselhöft, 2014) as
(3)
where Kt denotes the capital stock in year t, K0 represents the initial capital stock,
δ is the capital depreciation rate, and lt-n denotes the annual investment in year t-n.
K0 is calculated, according to Harberger (1978), by using the “stockcapit” command
in Stata (Amadou, 2011). Data on investment (GFCF) are derived from the World
Bank (2018) and expressed in 2011 Purchasing Power Parity $ (hereafter, PPP $) by
using official conversion factors. Given that the conversion factors are GDP-based,
investment data are adjusted by the price index ratio of investment goods to GDP
(PWT 9.0, 2018).
To derive specific factor incomes, the authors used the United Nations’ (2018)
income approach to
(4)
where COE is the compensation of employees, GOS is the gross operating surplus,
GMI is the gross mixed income, Tpm is taxes, and Spm is subsidies9. GDP division,
according to specific incomes, was done by computing profit income and taking
labour income as residual. Profit income is the sum of GOS (income earned by
enterprises) and the share of the GMI produced by private enterprises. Given that
the United Nations does not report GMI according to its source, specific shares are
8. Regan’s (2015: 5) supporting argument states that “the Eurozone is a semi-closed economy area with
less than 10% of trade leaving the Eurozone and predominantly going to other countries in the EU”.
9. Subscript pm denotes production and import.
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obtained assuming that the GMI consists of an equivalent capital-labour ratio as the
rest of the economy10. Respectively, total labour income encompasses COE, a part
of GMI produced by self-employed agents, and the public sector (Tpm - Spm). This
yielded specific GDP income weights. Finally, in order to estimate total profit and
labour incomes, the weights obtained were multiplied by the GDP retrieved from
the World Bank (2018) and expressed in 2011 PPP $.
5. Results-Based Implications and Synthesis of Main Findings
The Eurozone countries, bound by the shared market, a common i nstitutional setting,
and numerous collective economic policies, with disparate levels of development
and technology, represent an ideal group for investigating the cyclical influence on
cross-country performance. Here, economic cycles are defined as the economy’s
deviation around its hypothetical steady state, or, to paraphrase Burns and Mitchel
(1946: 3), the fluctuations in aggregate economic activity consisting of expansions,
followed by recessions, contractions, and revivals, which merge into the expansion
phase of the next cycle.
Consequently, analysis of the cyclical indispensability with regards to inequality
determinants departs from the identification of the Eurozone’s economic cycle.
Figure 1. Dating the Eurozone’s economic cycle (2003-2014).

Source: Authors’ calculations based on Eurostat (2018b) and CEPR (2018).

10. Other differentiation methods (Guerriero, 2012) either underestimate or overestimate income
shares.
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As depicted, the Eurozone’s GDP and GDP growth rate trends follow sequential
patterns indicating a cyclical presence. The output surge suggests the occurrence of
the expansion predating the recession that began in the 2nd quarter of 2008. Upon
reaching the trough observed in the 3rd quarter of 2009, a performance trend commenced with its second rise, present until the end of the period observed. Prosperity
re-appeared in three phases underlined by the steady, modest recovery resulting
in reaching a pre-recession performance in 2011. The figure’s shaded areas show
recession phases as reported by the Centre for Economic Policy Research (hereafter,
CEPR). CEPR data suggest that the Eurozone had two recessions. Regardless of
this, throughout this paper, the focus is placed on the effects that the 2008 recession
(hereafter, crisis) had on cross-country inequality. The justification of such a stance
is the consequence fact that these results are based on the Eurozone’s aggregate data
with significant country-level heterogeneity. A further supportive argument lies in
the notion that a third of the countries analysed, accountable for 50% of the average
aggregate GDP, did not report negative growth within the period of the second
CEPR recession.
Having achieved the cycle identification, the analysis moves on to investigating
the cyclical influence on market disequilibria and its role in creating Eurozone
unequal labour exchange. The influence of market disequilibria, investigated as the
actual GDP to GDPpc ratio, results in the Eurozone’s four group clustering based on
pattern similarity criteria.
Figure 2. Cyclical influence on the countries’ market position (2003-2014).

Source: Authors’ calculations.
Note: Group A: Estonia, Ireland, Latvia, and Lithuania; Group B: Austria, Belgium, France,
Portugal, and Spain; Group C: Cyprus, Finland, Greece, Italy, and Slovenia; Group D: Germany,
Malta, the Netherlands, and Slovakia.
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The cyclical influence via disequilibrium prices is especially observable within
countries that were rapidly improving their relative pre-crisis positions (Groups A
and C). The post-crisis change initiated the opposite effect and has led to a twofold classification. The first group (Cyprus, Estonia, Greece, Latvia, Lithuania, and
Slovenia), with below-equilibrium prices, experienced pre-crisis price level convergence leading to the enhancement of its relative position. The second group
(Finland, Ireland, and Italy) also enhanced its relative pre-crisis position but did
so by further utilising its above-equilibrium prices. The Eurozone’s pre-crisis
cross-country convergence resulted from the fact that the growth of the peripheral countries exceeded that of core countries during the cycle’s expansion phase
(Stiglitz, 2016; Matthijs, 2016). Hence, the cross-country inequality started to
decline in the early 2000s with a r eversing trend inflicted by the crisis. After 2009,
Estonia, Ireland, Latvia, and Lithuania (Group A) returned to the positive price e ffect
trajectory. Cyprus, Finland, Greece, Italy, and Slovenia (Group C) failed to recapture
their pre-crisis levels and either retained the disequilibrium prices or e xperienced
minor worsening. Group B representatives did not experience considerable market
position deviation, while Group D improved their position with marginal cyclical
influence.
The cyclical influence on capital-labour ratios is investigated through the relationship between the NV and the GDPpc, and highlights the cross-country influence
of the organic composition of capital on the GDP. Because the analysis includes
GDPpc, the measurement is unaffected by price fluctuations. Acknowledging distinct
capital-labour ratios as the source of inequality leads to the identification of three
groups of countries.
Figure 3. Cyclical influence on the countries’ capital-labour ratios (2003-2014).

Source: Authors’ calculations.
Note: Group A: Estonia, Finland, Greece, Latvia, Lithuania, Slovakia, Slovenia, and Spain; Group
B: Austria, Belgium, Cyprus, France, the Netherlands, and Portugal; Group C: Germany, I reland,
Italy, and Malta.
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The crisis impact on capital-labour ratios on GDP appeared in 2007 and
s tabilised in 2009. The greatest influence measured was within Group A. The crisis
has reduced the GDPpc less than it reduced the NV. Therefore, the GDP was reduced
simultaneously with the decrease in the amount of consumed labour not recognised
in the GDPpc. Given that a higher share of the consumed labour was recognised
within the GDPpc, one may conclude that the crisis decreased Eurozone inequality.
However, this is not the case, since the alterations came as a result of the increase in
the capital-labour ratio initiated by the crisis-led drop in the number employed11.
Slovakia and Slovenia diverge from this interpretation. Their capital-labour r atios
increased throughout the period, even though the crisis affected the consumed
labour recognition. This was possible since, in the case of Slovenia, returns on l abour
and capital fluctuated following the crisis (Figures 5 and 6), whereas in the case of
Slovakia, fluctuation occurred with respect to returns on capital (Figure 6). S pecial
status characterises Finland, which reported continuous decrease of the labour
recognition linked to a steady capital-labour ratio increase. This reduction of labour
recognition was related to a concurrent increase in return on labour and decrease in
return on capital (Figures 5 and 6).
Regarding the recognition of labour used within the GDPpc (Figure 3), Group
B (Austria, Belgium, Cyprus, France, the Netherlands, and Portugal) has not been
affected by the crisis. This group is characterised by a high capital-labour ratio and a
high level of market recognition of labour expended. Austria, Belgium, France, and
the Netherlands exhibited stable capital-labour ratio trends. Within these countries,
the crisis influence was not reflected on either capital-labour ratio or on returns
on capital (Figure 6). The crisis manifested itself in the returns on labour ( Figure
5), which did not significantly affect the capital-labour ratio, nor the market’s
recognition of labour used.
Cyprus and Portugal diverged from the rest of the group. For this duo, the crisis
became apparent through the fluctuation of a considerably lower capital-labour
ratio. The stability of the recognition of labour used, as well as its effect on the GDP
per employee, was maintained through variations in returns on labour and on
capital.
Finally, Group C (Germany, Italy, and Malta) steadily increased its labour
recognition during the period analysed and experienced balanced capital-labour
ratios. Germany and Italy had significantly influenced the average values of the
entire sample size, whereas Malta experienced the crisis influence, regarding the
recognition of labour, through moderate variation in the return on labour.
The cyclical influence on economic efficiency, measured as the ratio of GDPpc
over GDPu, trisected Eurozone countries. This necessitates a digression. Th
 eoretical
assumptions restrict the analysis of the overall efficiency level. Thus, efficiency
becomes the clustering determinant with respect to cumulative labour productivity
and capital efficiency.
11. This is the outcome of the Eurozone’s structure, which constrains its members to cope with the
crisis through the adoption of the labour market supply-side reforms.
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Figure 4. Cyclical influence on the countries’ economic efficiency (2003-2014).

Source: Authors’ calculations.
Note: Group A: Cyprus, Estonia, Greece, Latvia, Lithuania, Slovakia, and Slovenia; Group B:
Austria, Belgium, Finland, France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Portugal, and Spain; Group
C: Ireland and Malta.

Regarding efficiency, Group B (Austria, Belgium, Finland, France, Germany, Italy,
the Netherlands, Portugal, and Spain) performed the best, whereas Group C (Ireland
and Malta) reported a declining efficiency trend throughout the period.
The cyclical influence was observed within Group A (Cyprus, Estonia, Greece,
Latvia, Lithuania, Slovakia, and Slovenia), which had the lowest efficiency levels.
The crisis influence has led to a break in the upward efficiency trend. Group B
steadily maintained high efficiency levels, while the lagging countries of Group A
had converged within the pre-crisis period. Such convergence lasted throughout
the reference period for some countries, while the remaining countries experienced
trend slowdown and stabilisation on a higher efficiency plane.
The cross-country convergence/divergence presented, caused by the determinants
of unequal labour exchange and influenced by the cycle, initiated a direct crosscountry spill-over apparent through the deviation of profit and labour incomes
from their equilibrium levels.
The cyclical influence on the formation and dynamics of labour incomes
(investigated as the sum of gross wages and public sector expenditure) divided the
Eurozone into four groups.
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Figure 5. Cyclical influence on labour income formation (2003-2014).

Source: Authors’ calculations.
Note: Group A: Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania; Group B: Germany, Italy, Malta, Portugal, and
Spain; Group C: Austria, Belgium, Cyprus, France, Greece, and Slovenia; Group D: Finland,
Ireland, the Netherlands, and Slovakia.

The pattern recorded is similar to that of Matthijs (2016), which indicates that
during the upturn of the economic cycle, peripheral labour incomes rose much
faster than core labour incomes. On the contrary, during the burst, peripheral countries experienced severe wage cuts. It is worth stressing that the wage cuts observed
can be related to the internal devaluation process, initiated by the cyclical asymmetric shocks, which affect the periphery disproportionally, because of its economic
dependence, as established within the structuralist theories.
Albeit less differentiable, the cyclical influence on profit income formation also
separated the Eurozone into four groups.
Figure 6. Cyclical influence on profit income formation (2003-2014).
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Source: Authors’ calculations.
Note: Group A: Malta, Portugal, and Spain; Group B: Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, and
the Netherlands; Group C: Cyprus, Finland, Greece, Italy, Slovakia, and Slovenia; Group D:
Estonia, Ireland, Latvia, and Lithuania.

In Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania, price imbalances were transferred in terms of
profit and labour incomes. Their price levels, profit incomes, and labour incomes
reached pre-crisis levels in 2014. The unique representative is Ireland, which did not
compensate for the burden of crisis by lowering labour incomes (which increased
relative to the equilibrium). The Irish crisis became evident with the significant
profit income drop. Their pre-crisis profit level was exceeded in 2012, as a result of
continuous positive growth initiated in 2008.
Countries unsuccessful in the post-crisis utilisation of relative price disequilibrium positions (Figure 2, Group C: Cyprus, Finland, Greece, Italy, and Slovenia)
expressed their failure through both income trends. The exception is Finland whose
labour incomes continuously increased and whose losses due to disequilibrium
prices were expressed through declining profit incomes relative to the equilibrium.
Regardless of this exception, the group’s significance lies in the fact that the decline
of 2008 was less pronounced and that losses occurring due to disequilibrium prices
lasted until 2012.
The remaining countries in Figure 2 are distinguishable based on the absence
of the cyclical influence on the countries’ market position. Group B reported
unchanged actual prices relative to the equilibrium. In Austria, Belgium, and France,
the crisis was reflected in disequilibrium labour incomes (Figure 5) with profit
incomes remaining stable (Figure 6). Deviation occurred in the case of Portugal
and Spain (Figures 5 and 6). This duo reported stable price ratios and unnoticeable cycle effects. However, trends within these neighbouring countries reported
that labour incomes declined with the simultaneous rise of profit incomes. Group D
is characterised by continuous relative market position improvement, regardless of
the recession (Figure 2). Improvement resulted in the rise of labour incomes within
the Netherlands and Slovakia. In the latter case, the rise occurred simultaneously
with profit income decline (Figures 5 and 6). Malta was the exception, since the
effects of the crisis manifested themselves in the increase of profit income. Lastly,
Germany did not express improvement of its market position (utilisation of market
price disequilibria) through profit or labour income alteration.
Finally, the overall cyclical influence of all categories affecting unequal labour
exchange is indicated through the labour force exploitation rate. Calculated via
the procedure of equation (2), the exploitation rate divided the Eurozone into four
groups. The peculiarity of this inequality source is that all groups report the crisis
effect and subsequent growth revival.
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Figure 7. Cyclical influence on the countries’ labour exploitation rates (2003-2014).

Source: Authors’ calculations.
Note: Group A: Estonia, Ireland, Latvia, Lithuania, Portugal, and Slovakia; Group B: Austria,
Belgium, France, Germany, and Malta; Group C: Finland, Italy, the Netherlands, and Slovenia;
Group D: Cyprus, Greece, and Spain.

Group A (Estonia, Ireland, Latvia, Lithuania, Portugal, and Slovakia), comprised of
countries with comparably smaller GDPs, stands out with the highest e xploitation
rate. Here the workers employed worked, on average, 1.6 times more, producing
profit incomes, than they did to produce labour incomes. Furthermore, in the
expansion phase (2003-2008), the group’s exploitation rate experienced a surge
halted by the crisis onset, whereas the subsequent growth revival repeatedly

triggered the rise of the exploitation rate. In the case of Group B (Austria, Belgium,
France, Germany, and Malta), with comparably larger GDPs and the lowest reported
values, the exploitation rate was increasing throughout the entire reference period.
The exploitation rate of Group C (Finland, Italy, the Netherlands, and Slovenia) was
highly stable with values at the end of the period lower than those of Group B, with
the lowest overall exploitation. Within Group D (Cyprus, Greece, and Spain), the
exploitation rate experienced rapid pre-crisis growth as well as a decline in 2008.
In this group, the production factors were predominantly equally rewarded, i.e.,
half of the labour time was spent on producing profit and half on producing labour
income. As o
 pposed to Group A, Group D did not return to the upward trajectory
and r emained stable until the end of the period observed.
6. Conclusion
Cyclical influence via market disequilibria (utilization of the market disequilibrium position) is not significant for the whole of the Eurozone. Some members,
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 redominantly those with below-equilibrium prices, were severely affected by the
p
cycle. A few others kept their actual-to-equilibrium price ratio unchanged, i.e.,
the price effect did not indicate the cyclical influence. Major inequality alterations
regarding equilibrium prices occurred where the impact of the cyclical fluctuation
on the categories investigated was experienced. In countries with below-equilibrium
prices, inequality with other countries decreased within the expansion phase. On
the contrary, the crisis increased inequalities in the market position due to relative
worsening within the countries with below-equilibrium prices. Accordingly, crosscountry inequalities in terms of a country’s market position were lowered by the
expansion phase and increased by the following crisis.
Fluctuations of actual prices around the equilibrium were a fundamental factor
determining functional income distribution variation. These fluctuations m
 anifested
themselves through changes in a country’s labour incomes, profit incomes, or both.
Labour income alterations, in, reflected a changing pattern in the country’s market position. Indeed, results indicate cross-country labour income convergence
within the expansion, as well as divergence inflicted by the crisis. Such an outcome
is the consequence of a market position reversal driven primarily by changes in the
positions of countries with below-equilibrium prices. The market dynamics of these
countries was a key driver of inequality, even with respect to profit rates, where
countries with a worse market position reported above-average profit rates. Crosscountry deviation in profit rates was highest within the expansion, while its radical
decrease occurred during the contraction.
The crisis has either directly, via capital-labour ratios, or indirectly, through
returns on capital/labour, influenced distinct cross-country recognition of the labour
used. Differences were driven mainly by changes within the countries with low
recognition of labour used and low capital-labour ratios. The crisis influenced the
countries with a higher capital-labour ratio to a lesser degree and led to a r eduction
in GDP per employee in the countries with low capital-labour ratios. The fluctuations of the capital-labour ratios brought on by the crisis are reflected through the
lower market share of the countries’ consumed labour recognition. Consequently,
the decrease in the part of the labour not recognized within the GDP reduced crosscountry inequality measured as the market recognition of the labour used.
Highly efficient countries did not report significant efficiency fluctuations. On
the contrary, low efficiency countries (Greece, Cyprus, Slovenia, Estonia, Latvia,
Slovakia, and Lithuania) showed trends highly influenced by the cycle and the
crisis. These countries reported a radical efficiency rise followed by the outbreak of
the crisis in 2008. After 2009, their efficiency stabilised at a higher level. In effect,
this led to a substantial crisis-led decrease in cross-country inequality measured via
economic efficiency.
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The labour exploitation rate unveiled great cyclical influence. Cross-country
i nequality was primarily driven by exploitation rate alterations within Estonia, Ireland,
Latvia, Lithuania, Portugal, and Slovakia. The overall exploitation intensified during
the Eurozone’s expansion phase, albeit to a higher degree within these c ountries.
When the crisis emerged, this dynamic shifted, and exploitation decreased. Consequentially, the exploitation rate inequality experienced an e xpansion-led increase
and a crisis-led decrease. This becomes apparent as the o
 utcome of the decrease in
the number employed and NV, as well as the reduction of profits within the contraction phase. The joint effects of the above were a drop in the labour employed for
profit creation and a consequential downward trend of labour exploitation.
The cycle and the crisis divide the Eurozone into two groups. The first group
(Cyprus, Estonia, Greece, Latvia, Lithuania, Portugal, Slovenia, and Spain) is

comprised of severely affected countries. This impacted the countries’ relative position and the creation of cross-country inequality, accordingly. Ireland is a special
case, which could be assigned to the first group, but indicators do not always favour
such a decision. The second group is characterised by the fact that the cycle and the
crisis did not show a severe impact. However, it may be inferred that the Eurozone’s
cross-country inequality was primarily induced by changes within the first group.
This research confirmed that cross-country inequalities concerning profit
incomes, recognition of labour used, differences in efficiency levels, and labour
force exploitation, had been increasing before the crisis. During the crisis and u
 nder
its influence, the cross-country inequalities decreased. The opposite dynamics
occurred regarding cross-country inequality in the market position (distinct

utilisation of market price disequilibria) and labour income. Here, the expansion
involved decreasing inequality trends, whereas the crisis involved a diametrically
opposite pattern. The paramount alterations affecting cross-country inequality took
place in the countries exposed to higher pre-crisis inequality. Generally, the crisis
had a greater influence on these countries compared to the Eurozone on average.
It becomes, therefore, evident that the phenomenon of cyclical influence on
cross-country inequality has an adverse impact on Eurozone’s prosperity. Uncoordinated cycles driven by unequal exchange, as well as asymmetric shocks, resulted
in cross-country inequality exposing tension between national and supranational
interests. This made the implementation of optimal policies notoriously difficult.
Sub-optimal practice is further enhanced by limited policy instruments at the
disposal of national governments, which, given the lack of harmonious policies,
have acted to protect conflicting national interests. The cumulative effect is seen in
the detrimental process of internal devaluation and in the recent invoking of the
“exit” clause that has led to the obvious need for change, formally recognised in the
Commission’s 2017 White Paper. Consequently, in order to avoid the disintegration
bias, policy makers must abandon the practice that has turned Eurozone trade into
a zero-sum game, rather than a source of integrational wellbeing.
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This study’s principal contribution is the revival of the topic that should set the
groundwork for questions remaining beyond this paper. Forthcoming research must
examine the role of the Eurozone’s structural heterogeneity, account for qualitative
growth regimes, and encompass the importance of cross-country difference in the
amount of abstract labour within labour power as a commodity. The necessity of
addressing these issues is a consequence of destructive forces, which, if left intact,
will result in system collapse. Failure to remedy the Eurozone’s built-in destabilisers
will not only foster extreme capital accumulation, but also “brain” centralisation induced by the outflux of skilled movers to the core, leaving the periphery sans social
fabric and opening the door to new age economic imperialism. Thus, the redefinition of existing policies and the initiation of inclusive policies, reinforcing crosscountry cohesion, become a prerequisite for protecting the ideals of equality and
solidarity that united Eurozone countries in the first place.
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For the last two years, in the aftermath of the financial crisis that hit the European
Union (EU) and highlighted its structural deficiencies, with regard to formulating and
implementing economic policies, and led to significant changes of its operation in the
economic sector, a new debate has emerged, focusing on the Union’s own budget. The
end of the current programming period (2014-2020), along with the issues related
to the future of the Union following the experience of the economic and migration
crises, necessitated the start of an in-depth discussion regarding the structure, the
operation and the contents of the EU Budget, in view of the new programming period
(2021-2027) and the challenges to be faced during that period.
It is well known that the EU Budget constitutes a point of conflict and, at the same
time, a point of balance in the institutional universe of the Union. The procedures
of the substantive budget adoption, formal enactment and managerial implementation have always been at the centre of interest of the EU institutions involved namely
the European Commission, the EU Council (either at head of state or government
level, as well as at ministerial level) and the European Parliament, all of which are
collectively known as the “Budgetary Authority”. This should not come as a surprise,
given the content of the authority over the EU Budget. According to the seminal work
by Daniel Strasser on the Finances of the EU (first edition in 1975, latest in 1992),
this authority entails four main rights (or powers): the right or power to create and
collect revenue (through a system of own resources), the right or power to incur and
pay expenditure, the right or power to adopt the budget (including the declaration
of its adoption), and the right or power to control (audit) the implementation of the
1
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budget. Acquiring each of these rights or powers has been the objective for each of the
three constituent actors of the Budgetary Authority. The current distribution of these
rights among the institutions involved, as described by EU primary and secondary
law, is the result of lengthy negotiations over the years, which involved institutional
and political conflicts, resulting, on several occasions, in actions before the Court of
the EU, which, in turn, provided its own contribution to the relevant legal situation,
through its case-law.
It is, therefore, obvious that undertaking an analysis of the EU Budget necessitates a multidisciplinary approach, which should entail historical, political, legal
and economic aspects of this complicated, interinstitutional element of the Union’s
structure and operation. Such an analysis is included in the book edited by Luca
Zamparini and Ubaldo Villani-Lubelli, two truly efficient academics at the University
of Salento, in Lecce, Italy.
The aim of their book is to provide “much more detailed and profound knowledge
not only of the political and economic dynamics within the EU but also of the real level
of European integration” (p. 3), as this level is reflected through the EU Budget.
The material of the book is divided into two parts. The first part focuses on the
historical and political aspects (“profiles”, as the editors call them) of the EU Budget,
while the second part examines legal and economic aspects.
The first part of the book opens with Chapter 2, by Ubaldo Villani-Lubelli, which
entails a historical analysis of the EU Budget, examining the budget as a driving instrument for the facilitation and, eventually, the achievement of European Integration, as
a process based on values and principles that are financially supported in the form
of initiatives financed through the EU Budget. This historical account highlights the
sui generis nature of the Union’s institutional structure, and the impact of this nature
on its Budget, in terms of both contents and operation.
In Chapter 3, by Mario Κölling (of the Spanish National Distance Education
University, Madrid, Spain), the analysis focuses on the structure of the EU Budget
expenditure. The argument that the resources spent -despite several attempts for
improvement- do not meet the challenges the Union has to face is prominently put
forward. The theories behind the Budget’s use as a political instrument are examined,
thus including, in the relevant analysis, the role of the European Parliament and the
newly established –at least in the EU Budget context– concept of conditionality. The
chapter ends with examining the revenue side of the Budget, focusing on the necessity
and the possibility of reforming the Union’s own resource system and the impact of
such a reform on transforming the EU Budget into a tool of resolving EU-wide issues
instead of merely providing money to the Member States as compensation for their
commitment to the Union.
Taking the analysis further, from the point at which the previous chapter stopped,
Chapter 4, by Alessandro Isoni (of the University of Salento, Lecce, Italy), is based
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on the concept which epitomizes the democratic nature of all states in Europe, at
least with regard to budget approval: the active and substantive involvement of the
parliamentary institution in the relevant proceedings. The degree of the European
Parliament’s involvement in the enactment of the EU Budget, despite successive
improvements over the years, is not found to be satisfactory or in accordance with
the standards of Western constitutional patterns, thus allowing for the continuation
of the democratic deficit saga in the EU. The analysis then shifts to the contributions
of Member States to the budget and includes suggestions for changes towards a more
democratic process of approving and controlling the EU Budget.
The analysis of the democratic deficit with regard to the EU Budget also serves
as a very useful introduction to the contents of Chapter 5, by Karsten Mause (of the
University of Μünster, Μünster, Germany), which examines the understanding and
perceptions of the European citizens concerning the EU Budget. EU taxpayers, being,
in the final analysis, the real contributors to the EU Budget, are those who need to be
convinced about the financial redistributionary effect and the solidarity element of the
Budget function. The examination of the relevant findings demonstrates a noteworthy
contradiction, since, while in several member states there is a significant tendency in
public support for increasing the EU Budget (despite the 2007-2009 economic crisis),
the overall attitude towards such an increase is still negative. The data presented in
the chapter demonstrate that the so called “net beneficiary countries” (those whose
receipts from the budget exceed their contributions), as well as those countries that
received economic support in order to meet the effects of the crisis are in favour of
an increase, as opposed to the approach of the so called “net contributor countries”.
Chapter 6, by Robert Kaiser (of the University of Siegen, Siegen, Germany),
examines the Multiannual Financial Framework mechanism (MFF), an institutional
arrangement designed to provide sound financial management to EU finances, by
taking into account the needs and burdens of member states in a longer term, while
maintaining a degree of flexibility in order to accommodate changes that may be
deemed necessary during the course of the specified time period. In analysing the
experience of the Union’s budgetary operation though the MFF so far, the chapter
demonstrates a solid institutional course of developing medium- to long-term
economic arrangements at EU level, as well as interesting features of negotiating
political process to determine, at any given time, the contents of the MFF and the
allocation of funds to various categories (chapters) of EU expenditure.
The final chapter of the first part of the book, Chapter 7, by Mateo Scotto (of the
Villa Vigoni Research Centre, Menaggio, Italy), continues the analysis of the MFF, by
examining, specifically, the political aspects of the negotiation for the forthcoming
programming period, namely, the 2021-2027 MFF. The Chapter highlights the
political disputes expressed during these proceedings, which reflect the different
understanding that various member states have concerning the Union. The analysis
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reveals the unstable nature of the intergovernmental structure of the EU, as this nature
is reflected in the proceedings of establishing both the MFF and the EU Budget.
Consequently, the chapter puts forward considerations that the current negotiation on
the 2021-2027 MFF -particularly when taking into account the debate on the future
revenue and expenditure of the Union- has diminished the importance of the MFF
as a construing factor in EU economic, social and political development, due to the
restrained stances demonstrated by member states.
The second part of the book opens with Chapter 8, by Peter Becker (of the Stiftung
Wissenschaft und Politik (SWP), Berlin, Germany), which examines the various
flexibility tools financed by the EU Budget, such as the emergency aid fund, the
solidarity fund, the globalisation adjustment fund, i.e., all instruments employed
to secure the ability of member states to operate normally within the EU budgetary
policy, in contrast to the budgetary principle of unity, which lies at the core of the
EU Budget’s operation for stability and predictability. Taking into account the operation of the MFF, the chapter highlights the need for the EU Budget to become more
politically adaptable to the needs and challenges the Union has to face, and puts
forward the suggestion that such a function may be served by a Eurozone budget,
with democratic legitimisation.
Chapter 9, by Elsa Perreau (of Blomeyer y Sanz, Guadalajara, Spain) e xamines the
budgetary principles, i.e., the rules enshrined in EU primary and secondary legislation,
regarding the structure and operation of the EU Budget. In addition to the detailed
analysis of these principles, the chapter entails an interesting account of four main
risks to the good financial management of EU funds, pertaining the lack of legality
and regularity, the non-reliability of accounts, the lack of sound financial management and the failure to produce added value at EU level. What is also examined is the
external control by the European Court of Auditors, highlighting the challenges for
monitoring and controlling the EU Budget’s implementation. The following factors
are identified as indicative causes for such challenges: the financial crisis, the migration crisis, the use of instrument financing only by participating member states and
the fragmentation of the contents of the EU Budget itself.
In Chapter 10, by Luca Zamparini, an economic analysis takes place, focusing on
linkages between growth and competitiveness, in order to explain the development
rate and potential of economic convergence of various regions within the EU. The
relevant performance of EU, as a whole, along with that of its regions, is compared
to the performance of its major competitors worldwide, i.e., the USA and Japan, and
the negative findings are attributed to the lack of a suitable innovation environment
in Europe. The chapter also examines the role the EU Budget may play in supporting
the growth potential of the EU and its member states (particularly the regions), by
considering the expenditure committed during the last 30 years (1991-2018), as a
driver for development.
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The interrelation of the finances of the EU with the finances of its member states
is further examined in Chapter 11, by Maurizia Pierri (of the University of Salento,
Lecce, Italy), in which the implementation of the golden rule for balanced budgets is
examined with regard to both the EU Budget and the national budgets of EU member
states, particularly in the Eurozone. The complexity of the economic governance
schemes established in Eurozone countries after the economic crisis, and the position
and operation of the golden rule within them are examined, leading to confirming
considerable differences in the countries’ budgetary behaviours. The case studies of
the chapter examine the countries that have adopted the golden rule at constitutional
level.
The case of Brexit is the object of Chapter 12 analysis, by Margit Schratzenstaller
(of the Austrian Institute of Economic Research, Vienna, Austria), which discusses
the impact of the proceedings initiated by the result of the British referendum in
2016 in detail. The chapter is primarily concerned with the budgetary implications
of Brexit for the EU and addresses it as an opportunity for far reaching reforms in
the EU Budget, concerning both revenue and expenditure, in the form of either new
own resources with a sustainability element or of new policy areas that need to receive
financial support due to their cross-border nature and impact. The size and nature of
the budgetary gap to be created by Brexit is examined with regard to several aspects,
taking into account scenarios for a ‘soft’ or a ‘hard’ Brexit, while the proposal of the
Commission for the 2021-2027 MFF is presented as an initial, but not final, reaction
to these possibilities.
The final chapter of the book presents the conclusion reached by the editors, which
seeks to provide a comparative overview of the features of the EU Budget identified
in the book’s Chapters, as well as to put together a coherent set of proposals for
reforming the EU Budget as a tool for further enhancing the course of the European
Integration process, in the form of “a more substantial and values-oriented budget”,
“in order to “put freedom, equality and rule of law at the political core of the European
project” and “strengthen the EU with respect to possible future social, economic, political
and humanitarian crises.” (p.210)
Overall, this is a very interesting book, which puts forward for discussion all the
matters arising from the current status quo of the EU Budget within the context of
current developments in the EU. The book presents a consistent analysis, characterised
by a step-by-step approach, as the various chapters unfold, while their contents have a
truly noteworthy substantive consistency. The approach of successive stages of analysis
adopted allows readers to locate the main points addressed not only with regard to
their substance, but also with regard to their position in the overall examination of
the EU Budget as a unique institutional, political, economic, even social instrument of
the Union. The target-audience of the book may include students, academics, policy
makers, EU professionals, as well as ordinary citizens who might like to have a well-
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documented presentation of the tool used by the Union to collect and spend money,
which, at the end of the day, is provided by themselves. After all, in a democratic
regime, budgetary accountability in terms of procedure, instruments and substance,
is a core element of the overall system. Given the EU’s aspirations and declarations
of being (or becoming) such a democratic entity, this book truly serves this purpose
by explaining, through a multidisciplinary analysis, the features and the challenges
of the EU Budget in the light of such a democratic perspective.
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